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Take a Journey through Time
LABORPRAXIS is celebrating its anniversary and looks back on the last
40 years together with many innovative and unique companies who have
stood out in their sector of Laboratory and Analytics. In an exclusive series
you will read about technologies and products that shaped our industry.
Find out about the successful history and future plans of these companies.
www.laborpraxis-worldwide.com/milestones
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Are You Digitized, Yet?
After a very successful Analytica 2018 in Munich with a new visitor record,
Achema is trying to take the current, positive momentum of the economy to
Frankfurt. Digitization will be one of the most important topics there. But as the
Achema focus is much broader, the starting level of the different industries are
also very different. If digitization has been a constant topic for many years, especially in the process industry, laboratory and analytical technology is still
struggling with overarching digital concepts. This may be due to the heterogeneity of laboratories, where it is always difficult to introduce common standards.
But lab managers will have no choice but to deal with the digital transformation,
because the world of work will not stop.
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Optimizing work processes in the laboratory is currently a trend. But where is it
worthwhile and what should the laboratory manager pay particular attention to
when implementing such processes. The optimization expert Dr. Tanja Musiol
gives some tips on how to introduce Lean Lab processes on page 41.
D R . I L K A O T T L E B E N , ilka.ottleben@vogel.de

When the football World Cup starts in Russia in June, not only the sport will be
take place but also doping will again be a key topic. Especially with the doping
past of the Russian sports federations, the inspectors will certainly look very
carefully here. How Laboratory analysis can help in the detection of doping offenses, describes our author in his article on page 32. Here, an automated LC-MS
method is used, which can rapidly analyse blood samples. This helps to examine
a large number of samples in a short time.
M A T T H I A S B A C K , matthias.back@vogel.de

Air pollution is a key issue in many industrialized countries. Important to measure the actual burdens of the residents are analytical methods that can determine
such burdens in real time. This should be achieved with a novel mass spectrometric method. For this purpose, our authors have developed a sample introduction system that allows the analysis of volatile organic compounds without
prior sample preparation. They manage to analyse VOC concentrations up to
the ppt level, which they show in their article beginning on page 36.

Starna Scientiﬁc Ltd

www.starna.com
+44 (0) 20 8501 5550
sales@starna.com

D O R I S P O P P , doris.popp@vogel.de
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LAB Recommendation

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

MICROFLUDIC

Sample volumes, especially in clinical research, are often extremely small. For this
reason, microfluidic applications are extremely popular. A new 3D ex vivo microfluidics platform shall now enhance cancer
drug screening.
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 read it at page 24.
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A Great Combination
Electrochemical and Synthetic Organic Chemistry // Synthetic organic electrochemistry is an innately sustainable and environmentally friendly field
whose widespread adoption has been primarily limited by gaps in engineering rather than desire or potential. With a new instrument these gaps
were closed.
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Source: IKA

1 Three systems in one:
ElectraSyn 2.0 combines a
potentiostat, an analytical
device and a stir plate
and it comes with a lifetime warranty.
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2 Achievements: The
ElectraSyn 2.0 generates
higher yields, requires
less chemical reagents
and thus produces less
chemical waste.

LAB Info

about the Company:

IKA LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
IKA laboratory technology offers a wide range of innovative equipment
for numerous applications in research and development. The portfolio
reaches from magnetic stirrers, mixers, overhead stirrers, shakers, homogenizers, mills, rotary evaporators, calorimeters to laboratory reactors and
specially developed software. Visit IKA at Achema in Frankfurt/Germany
from April 11 to 15 (Hall 4.2, stand K7).
Contact:
IKA-Werke GmbH & Co. KG,
Janke & Kunkel-Str. 10, 79219 Staufen/Germany,
Phone +49-7633-831-0,
E-Mail: sales@ika.de
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SINGLE VIAL SET UP
(VIAL HOLDER)

STIR PLATE

6-REACTION CAROUSEL
(COMING SOON)

SET IT UP FOR WHAT

YOU NEED

MODULAR DESIGN
ALLOWS FOR FUTURE
INTRODUCTION OF
ELECTROLYSIS SETUPS

3 Modularity: ElectraSyn 2.0 has a modular
design that allows for
future introductions of
electrolysis setups.
Currently, it allows for
a single-vial set up, a
stir plate and soon a
6-reaction carousel.

4 The App: Monitor reactions as well as CV graphs, transmit experiments, receive software update notifications,
access the online IKA store for ordering supplies, and receive latest video tutorial updates. You can also use the
app to configure the ElectraSyn by shopping available devices and accessories.
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Management
and Science

DEGRADATION OF PLASTIC

Source: Stefan Venter, UPIX Photography – www.upixphotography.com

UK Scientists Engineer
Plastic-Eating Enzyme

LAB Comment

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

MEGA DEALS

Mega deals such as the Monsanto takeover by Bayer are
usually only the beginning of further acquisitions, which
must be carried out due to antitrust regulations. These include the current acquisition of Bayer's crop protection business by BASF for around $9.2 billion. Whether this will be
the end of the transactions, will only show the next few
months.
Serendipity: Professor John McGeehan and colleagues inadvertently
engineered an enzyme better at degrading plastic than the enzyme
which evolved in nature.

MONSANTO TAKEOVER PROCESS

Source: BASF SE

BASF Acquires Additional Seeds
and Crop Protection Businesses

PORTSMOUTH/UK — Professor John McGeehan at the University of Portsmouth and Dr Gregg Beckham at NREL solved the crystal
structure of PETase — a recently discovered enzyme that digests
PET — and used this 3D information to understand how it works.
During this study, they inadvertently engineered an enzyme that
is even better at degrading the plastic than the one that evolved in
nature.The researchers are now working on improving the enzyme
further to allow it to be used industrially to break down plastics in
a fraction of the time. They made the breakthrough when they were
examining the structure of a natural enzyme which is thought to
have evolved in a waste recycling centre in Japan, allowing a bacterium to degrade plastic as a food source.
The engineering process is much the same as for enzymes currently being used in bio-washing detergents and in the manufacture
of biofuels — the technology exists. "It’s well within the possibility that in the coming years we will see an industrially viable process
to turn PET and potentially other substrates like PEF, PLA, and PBS,
back into their original building blocks so that they can be sustainably recycled”, said McGeehan.
ott

BASF signs agreement to acquire additional seeds and crop protection businesses and assets from Bayer.

LUDWIGSHAFEN/GERMANY — ln addition to the agreement
signed in October 2017, BASF has signed an agreement to purchase
further businesses and assets, which Bayer offered to divest in the
context of its planned acquisition of Monsanto. The all-cash purchase price for the combined acquisition is $ 9.2 billion. The expanded scope acquired by BASF includes Bayer’s entire vegetable
seeds business, operating under the global trademark Nunhems,
several seed treatment brands, the R&D platform for hybrid wheat,
and the complete digital farming platform Xarvio. The transaction
also includes Bayer’s oilseed rape business in Australia; certain
glyphosate-based herbicides in Europe, used predominantly for
industrial applications; the canola-quality juncea research and certain non-selective herbicide and nematicide research projects.
This purchase is in addition to the agreement signed on October
13, 2017, which entails the acquisition of Bayer’s global glufosinate-ammonium non-selective herbicide business; seeds businesses for key row crops in select markets and trait research and breeding capabilities for these crops along with the Liberty Link trait and
trademark.
ott
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NEUROLOGY

Fish Could Contribute to
Neurological Health
GÖTEBORG/SWEDEN — A new study from Chalmers University
of Technology, Sweden, shines more light on the link between consumption of fish and better long-term neurological health. Parvalbumin, a protein found in great quantities in several different fish
species, has been shown to help prevent the formation of certain
protein structures closely associated with Parkinson’s disease. One
of the hallmarks of Parkinson’s disease is amyloid formation of a
protein, called alpha-synuclein. Alpha-synuclein is even sometimes
referred to as the ‘Parkinson’s protein’. What the Chalmers researchers have now discovered, is that parvalbumin can form amyloid
structures that bind together with the alpha-synuclein protein.
Parvalbumin effectively ‘scavenges’ the alpha-synuclein proteins,
using them for its own purposes, thus preventing them from forming their own potentially harmful amyloids later on.
ott
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Bridging the gap
The new Nexera Mikros micro-flow LCMS
system offers increased sensitivity with
unsurpassed robustness. It covers micro
as well as semi-micro applications and
provides improved productivity, particularly
in pharmaceutical and clinical research.
Significant increase in sensitivity
achieving at least ten times higher sensitivity for target compounds compared to
standard LC-MS analysis
User-optimized operability
through UF-Link, a one-touch,
zero dead volume connection between
column and MS

www.shimadzu.eu /bridging-the-gap

Sensitivity meets robustness
due to improved ion sampling efficiency
and reduced risk of contamination
Ideal for low-level quantitation of peptides
combined with nSMOLTM Antibody BA kit
enabling selective proteolysis of antibodies
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GLOBAL COALITION

NEW PROCESS FOR WATER TREATMENT

Development of Cures for Rare
and Deadly Diseases
Source: Pixabay

Eliminating Pharmaceutical
Residues in Waste Water
DRESDEN/GERMANY — A treatment module developed at
Fraunhofer IKTS provides a remedy against pharmaceutical residues
in waste water and completely eliminates these harmful substances. Further possible applications also include chemical synthesis.
With the help of electrochemical processes, pharmaceutical residues can be completely degraded. They are electrochemically converted at the anode of an electrolysis cell, leaving only carbon dioxide. However, the anodes made of boron-doped diamond with a
price of currently approx. $ 19,000 per square meter are much too
expensive. Fraunhofer IKTS is pursuing two approaches in order to
manufacture the electrodes more cost-efficiently and increase the
degradation rates: The scientiists develop an alternative noble-metal-free anode material of semiconducting mixed-oxide phases and
cause the waste water to oscillate by means of ultrasound.
ott

Global coalition for adaptive research launches to speed the discovery & development of cures for patients with rare & deadly diseases.

ARCHAEOLOGY

Vikings Liked their Pillows Soft
and Fluffy
TRONDHEIM/NORWAY — Pillows — if they’re not synthetic —
are almost certainly filled with domestic goose or duck feathers.
These are the most common types of fill used for this purpose today.
But our ancestors weren’t always that fussy. Sometimes they used
feathers of eagle-owls, scientists at the Department of Archaeology
and Cultural History at NTNU University Museum discovered. Jørgen Rosvold, a postdoctoral fellow at the NTNU is among a handful
of individuals in Norway who can identify birds based solely on their
feathers. He examined a pillow from a Viking grave and found feathers from Europe’s largest owl in it, along with feather residues from
a variety of other species. The researchers have found feather samples that date as far back as the late Germanic Iron (or Merovingian)
Age, from around 570 and through the Viking era. No earlier use
of feathers in Norway has been discovered.
ott
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HORMONE TREATMENT

Melatonin Helps Burn Calories
and Reduces Weight Gain
MADRID/SPAIN — Researchers from the University of Granada,
University Hospital La Paz (Madrid) and the University of Texas
(USA) have identified a new molecular mechanism underlying the
anti-obesity effects of the chronic administration of melatonin, a
naturally occurring hormone released by the pineal gland overnight. Previous studies conducted by numerous research teams,
including the UGR team behind the present study, have already
shown that melatonin possesses anti-obesity effects. However,
although the uses of melatonin for obesity control have already
been demonstrated, this new study determined the specific molecular mechanism triggered by its chronic administration. In order
to conduct the study, a group of diabetic fatty rats were treated with
melatonin. The results were rather surprising. Firstly, melatonin
increased the brown adipose tissue (BAT) mass of the treated animals, which in turn reduced dangerous white visceral fat in the
abdominal region. Secondly, it also had a positive impact on the
thermogenic activity of their bodies and their mitochondrial mass
and function. Seeing as thermogenesis is a process during which
the body burns calories to produce heat.
ott
Source: Pixabay

LEXINGTON/USA — Global Coalition for Adaptive Research
(GCAR), a nonprofit charitable organization announced its official
launch. The Coalition is comprised of some of the world’s foremost
clinical, translational and basic science investigators working collectively to help speed the discovery and development of cures for
rare and deadly diseases. GCAR will first aim to operationalize GBM
Agile, a platform trial to identify new and effective therapies for
glioblastoma — the most common and deadliest of malignant primary brain tumors. In addition, it will work to create a repository
of clinical, safety and biomarker data from GBM patients to serve
as an important tool for further understanding of this deadly disease. Finally, GCAR, using GBM Agile as a model for the efficient
evaluation and development of therapies and biomarkers, will build
additional platform trial collaborations to support the evaluation
of drugs for rare and deadly diseases. GBM Agile is a flexible and
adaptable approach that allows researchers to study the effects of
multiple treatment options simultaneously. Furthermore, new
treatments and biomarkers can be added after the trial has started,
creating a learning system in perpetuity.
ott

A study confirms melatonin helps burn calories and curbs weight
gain.
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components and system solutions have shown their
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We are able to design a complete vacuum system
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Smart vacuum solutions for
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Shop our products online:
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NUCLEAR FALLOUT

AUTOIMMUNITY

Simple Blood Test Predicts Foods
That Cause Autoimmunity

FUKUSHIMA/JAPAN AND
MANCHESTER/UK — Uranium and other radioactive
materials, such as caesium
and technetium, have been
found in tiny particles released from the damaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactors. This could mean the environmental impact from the
fallout may last much longer
than previously expected according to a new study by a Research team members monitorteam of international re- ing for the presence of radioactive
searchers, including scientists particles in the exclusion zone a
from The University of Man- few kms from the Fukushima site.
chester. The team says that,
for the first time, the fallout of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor
fuel debris into the surrounding environment has been “explicitly
revealed” by the study.
The scientists have been looking at extremely small pieces of
debris, known as micro-particles, which were released into the
environment during the initial disaster in 2011. The researchers
discovered uranium from nuclear fuel embedded in or associated
with caesium-rich micro particles that were emitted from the plant’s
reactors during the meltdowns. The particles found measure just
five micrometres or less; approximately 20 times smaller than the
width of a human hair. The size of the particles means humans
could inhale them. The reactor debris fragments were found inside
the nuclear exclusion zone, in paddy soils and at an abandoned
aquaculture centre, located several kilometres from the nuclear
plant. It was previously thought that only volatile, gaseous radionuclides such as caesium and iodine were released from the damaged reactors. Now it is becoming clear that small, solid particles
were also emitted, and that some of these particles contain very
long-lived radionuclides.
ott

DEERFIELD BEACH/USA — Scientists at Yale reported a blood
test for identifying patient specific reactions to foods and chemicals,
may help doctors and patients unveil a hidden cause of autoimmune
and other inflammation related conditions. The scientists studied
various immunological phenomena associated with cellular reactions measured by the Alcat Test, wherein a patient’s blood is exposed to specific food extracts and a sensitive instrument records
innate immune cell responses. The findings suggest that dietary
triggers may play a role in wide ranging and disparate inflammation
associated disorders; such as, multiple sclerosis, gastro enteropathies, asthma, arthritis, metabolic syndrome (obesity, cardiovascular disease and Type 2 diabetes) inflammation of the liver and
other target organs, dementia, eczema, psoriasis, and eosinophilic esophagitis, to name a few.
ott

HEALTHCARE BUSINESS

P&G Acquires Merck’s
Consumer-Health Business
Source: © 2016 Bloomberg Finance LP

Source: The University of Manchester

Radioactive Particles Released by
Fukushima Reactors

P&G acquires Merck’s consumer health unit

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Agilent to Acquire Advanced
Analytical Technologies
SANTACLARA/USA — Agilent Technologies has signed a definitive agreement to acquire privately-held Advanced Analytical Technologies, (AATI), a provider of capillary electrophoresis-based (CE)
solutions for fully-automated analysis of a range of molecules for
$ 250 million in cash. AATI has developed compelling CE technologies that provide key advances in sensitivity and resolution to
address a wide range of applications. AATI solutions are comprised
of instruments, software and consumables aimed at simplifying
complex workflows. Founded in 1998, AATI is based in Ankeny,
Iowa and employs 101 employees. According to Dr. Stefan
Schuette, vice president and general manager of Agilent’s Liquid
Phase Separations Division, technology advances in genomics,
metabolomics, and proteomics were driving growth and demand
for innovative new solutions.
ott
14

CINNCINATI/USA (BLOOMBERG) — Procter & Gamble agreed
to buy Merck’s consumer-health business for $ 4.2 billion to bolster
growth, betting that vitamins and decongestants can hasten its
comeback. German drugmaker Merck put the the unit up for sale
last year as it pumps money into testing new medicines. The deal
gives the company a range of products with sales growth of six percent in the past two years, double the pace of traditional consumer
goods such as razors, diapers and tissues.
P&G is under pressure to spur growth, with activist shareholder
Nelson Peltz and others seeking radical change at a time when Amazon and Costco Wholesale squeeze supplier costs and niche brands
lure away consumers.The deal represents “a step in the right direction for P&G,” said Deborah Aitken, an analyst with Bloomberg
Intelligence.
Merck’s Seven Seas cod liver oil and Bion3 supplements had reportedly attracted interest from rival Reckitt Benckiser Group as
well as drugmakers Mylan and Perrigo. At P&G, health makes up
12 % of sales, with only a few brands such as Vicks pastilles, Prilosec
heartburn tablets and Pepto-Bismol for upset stomachs.
ott
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SICKLE CELL DISEASES

New findings: How Blood Cells
Keep Their Shape
LA JOLLA/USA — In a new study, Velia Fowler, PhD, and her lab
at The Scripps Research Institute report that a protein called myosin
IIA contracts to give red blood cells their distinctive shape. The
findings could shed light on sickle cell diseases and other disorders
where red blood cells are deformed. The team used advanced microscopes to capture 3D images showing myosin IIA under the cell
membrane. They found that red blood cell myosin IIA molecules
assemble into barbell-shaped structures called filaments. Specialized regions at both ends of the filaments can pull on a membrane-associated structural protein actin to control the stiffness of
the cell membrane. To deliver oxygen, red blood cells must maintain a distinct dimpled shape and bounce back into form even after
squishing through narrow capillaries. Red blood cells that can’t
keep their shape are associated with diseases.
ott

NANOENGINE SYSTEM

BONN/GERMANY — Together with colleagues from
the USA, scientists from the
University of Bonn and the
research institute Caesar in
Bonn have used nanostructures to construct a tiny machine that constitutes a rotatory motor and can move in a
specific direction. Nanomachines include structures of
complex proteins and nucleic
acids that are powered with Greatly enlarged reproduction of
chemical energy and can per- the nanomachine: The two rings
form directed movements. are linked like a chain and can well
The principle is known from be recognized. At the centre there
nature: Bacteria, for example, is the T7 RNA Polymerase.
propel themselves forward using a flagellum. The team of the University of Bonn, the research
institute Caesar in Bonn and the University of Michigan (USA) used
structures made of DNA nanorings. The two rings are linked like a
chain. One ring fulfills the function of a wheel, the other drives it
like an engine with the help of chemical energy. The tiny vehicle
measures only about 30 nanometers. The “fuel” is provided by the
protein “T7 RNA polymerase”. Coupled to the ring that serves as an
engine, this enzyme synthesizes an RNA strand based on the DNA
sequence and uses the chemical energy released during this process
for the rotational movement of the DNA ring.
The unicycle machine covered about 240 nanometers on its test
drive. The scientist team wants to develop even more complex nanoengine systems soon. “This is basic research”, says Prof. Dr. Michael Famulok from the Life & Medical Sciences (LIMES) Institute
of the University of Bonn. “It is not possible to see exactly where it
will lead.” With some imagination, tiny machines could e.g. transport drugs through the bloodstream precisely to where they are
required.
ott
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Source: © Julián Valero/caesar Bonn

Nanomachine Completes Test
Drive
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A Laboratory Hub

Source: Arablab/GaryDHillPhotography

Lab Techonlogy in the middle east // Not only the oil industry is relevant in the
Middle East. In addition, more and more efforts are being made in the field
of medical or biotechnological research. The Arablab is a reflection of this
development and shows the trends in laboratory and analytical technology.

1 Arablab 2018
attracts more than
730 exhibtors.

O

ver three decades the annual
Arablab Show Dubai has established itself as one of the
largest laboratory exhibitions worldwide. As the organizers pointed out,
Arablab stands not only for innovation and new development — it has
also grown to an indispensible meeting point for manufacturer with visitors from the Middle East to India
and Africa.
From 731 exhibitors, 116 alone
came from Germany, participating
predominantly within the German
Federal Group, organized by Auma
and Spectaris. This was also reflected by the attractive allocation at the
main entrance.
The German companies offered
solutions for all application areas of
analytical-, biological- and laboratory technology: agriculture, biotechnology and life sciences, chemicals
and reagents, chemical engineering, drug discovery and develop-

16

ment, energy and environment,
food testing and diagnostics, forensics and security, instrumentation,
material testing, measurement and
testing, nanotechnology, petrochemicals, process and quality control, research and development,
robotics and automation.

A broad range of seminars
and trainings
With seminars in the laboratory areas Food, Petrochemical, Medical,
Chemical, Biological, Environmental and Design, Dubai’s Arablab
Show 2018 covers all important aspects of the analytical and laboratory sector.
Providing the exhibitors from 38
countries with the possibility to intensify their product- and service
presentations and receive direct
feedback from an interested trade
audience.

The well respected international
SEFA — Scientific Equipment and
Furniture Association — additionally organized talks/seminars on two
days during the show, covering topics such as SEFA standards laboratory furniture, health and safety, technological advancements vs. laboratory design, current trends in the
Indian Lab Market etc..

Next Show from march 12 to
14, 2019
Due to the success in the past years
and the wide product range of the
exhibition, a German Federal Group
at Arablab 2019 is planned and already approved. Over 2.000 sqms in
a prime location have been reserved
for interested companies from Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Following the general consensus Arablab 2019 will be held over a period
of three days.
map
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GLASS FILTERS
High quality material for demanding
tasks: VitraPOR® glassfilter apparatuses
made from pure borosilicate glass 3.3
fulfill many requirements in chemical
and pharmaceutical labs as well as for
industrial, biological and environmental
technology applications.
Properties such as heat resistance to
over 500 °C and resistance to most
acids, alkalis and solvents make our

VitraPOR® glassfilters, which conform to
international standards, suitable for use
in many chemical, pharmaceutical and
technical procedures.
Custom VitraPOR® sintered elements
according to your specifications are
characterized by their neutral properties
and open-pore structure. They are
suitable for even the most unusual
applications.
VitraPOR® glassfilter apparatuses can
be supplied in different pore size classes,
from smaller than 1 micron to over 500
micron and as custom-made solutions in
many shapes and sizes.

ROBU Glasfilter-Geräte GmbH
Schützenstrasse 13
57644 Hattert
Germany

www.robuglas.com

Made in Germany
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TRADE FAIR:

Lab Innovations

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

October 31 - November 2, 2018
Easyfairs,
Phone: +44-20-3196-4375,
Aleiya.Lonsdale@easyfairs.com

BIG SHOWS IN JUNE

There are two big shows for the Laboratory Industry taking
place in June. From June 11 to 15, Achema in Frankfurt, the
international show for the Process Industries and Laboratory Technology, will likely attract more than 160,000 participants. And on June 20 and 21 Chemspec Europe in Cologne will be host for the fine and speciality chemicals community.

Cologne/
Duesseldorf/Germany Germany
Frankfurt/
Germany
Basel/Switzerland

Birmingham/UK
SYMPOSIUM:

HPLC USA

Washington/USA

July 29 - August 2, 2018
Barr Conferences,
Phone: +1-301-668-6001,
janet@barrconferences.com

Lausanne/Switzerland
Madrid/Spain

TRADE FAIR:

CPHI worldwide

October 9 - 11, 2018
UBM,
Phone: +31-20-708-1637,
cphicustomerservice@ubm.com

TRADE FAIR:

Ilmac

October 3 - 4, 2018
MCH Group AG,
Phone: +41-58-200-2020,
info@mch-group.com

TRADE FAIR:

Achema

June 11 - 15, 2018
Dechema e.V.,
Phone: +49-69-7564-750,
visitor@achema.de
EXHIBITION:

Miptec

September 11 - 14, 2018
Congrex Switzerland Ltd.,
Phone: +41-61-686-7777,
basellife-miptec.industry@congrex.com
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VNU Exhibitions,
Phone: +662-670-0900-202,
anucha@vnuexhibitionsap.com
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Like Magic
Automation accelerates adaptive lab evolution in microbial production // Microorganisms used as “production plants” for active ingredients are an important
asset in the sustainable bioeconomy toolkit. But how can production strains
be manipulated most efficiently for optimal performance in the process?
A new approach is based on miniaturization and automation.

ANDREAS RADEK ET AL.*

I

n the transformation from conventional, oil-based industry to a
sustainable bioeconomy, greater
reliance will be placed on microorganisms for the production of active
ingredients made from sustainable
resources. More efficient approaches to strain construction will be
needed to meet future challenges in
the development of platform organisms. To meet this need, one of the

technologies under development at
the Microbial Bioprocess Lab, a
Helmholtz Innovation Lab, is a miniaturized, automated process to support adaptive lab evolution.

Established approaches
The majority of microbial production processes which are relevant for
industrial use are currently developed in three inter-dependent stages. The first step is to select a suitable

production organism from a list of
established microbial “workhorses”.
The genetic basis for efficient, directed strain construction of these
so-called platform organisms already exits. The list includes Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisi* A. Radek, H. Morschett, M. Oldiges,
S. Noack: Forschungszentrum Jülich
GmbH, Institut für Bio- und Geowissenschaften – IBG-1: Biotechnologie,
52428 Jülich/Germany
Phone +49-2461-616044

Source: © lev dolgachov, ©
rueangwit - stock.adobe.com

1 You don’t have
to be a magician.
More efficient
strain constuction
techniques are
feasible.
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ae, Bacillus subtilis and Corynebacterium glutamicum [1-4]. After
that, the desired metabolic properties for production of the target components are systematically inserted
into the selected organism, and the
resulting strain variants are pre-sorted using fast screening techniques
[5]. Potential candidates are then
characterized in detail. This involves
the use of new techniques for fast
strain phenotyping [6] combined in
the most efficient way with multiomics analysis [7] and integrative
modeling [8].
The last step is development of a
production process. It is highly beneficial to specify clearly defined cultivation conditions, because that
makes process optimization much
easier later on to maintain long-term
production stability. However, this
three-stage approach generally results in long development cycles,
particularly for the discovery of suitable “adjustment levers” in the target
organism's genome. During metabolic debottlenecking, the enormous complexity of metabolism in
the microorganism, which is the
result of evolutionary adaptation to
changing environmental conditions, creates a major hurdle. Not
only that, genetic modifications derived from an independent, empirical or theoretical foundation often
produce a large unintended reduction in the cellular fitness of the target organism. This can have a significant adverse effect on production
output.

Adaptive lab evolution
Fast adaptation of microorganisms
to different environmental conditions forms the basis for the adaptive
lab evolution approach (ALE). Microorganisms are cultivated under
non-natural environmental conditions which are process-relevant in
order to improve growth behavior as
a result of evolutionary adaptation.
This includes in particular adaptation to specific operating conditions
(temperature, pH, exposure to gas,
etc.) and individual (toxic) media
components as well as to intra- and
extra-cellular (by) products produced by the cells.
Particularly with production processes which are coupled to microbial growth and involve alternative
LAB Worldwide  June 2018
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Repetitive Batch Cultivation

Sample collection

At Triggerpoint (TH) or
endpoint (EH)

Centrifugation

Cooled, cell-free
supernatant for analysis

2 Schematic representation of the Mini Pilot Plant technology for automated
lab evolution based on repetitive batch cultivations. Depending on the inoculation scheme, a certain number of cavities are used for pre-culture (PC). Using
backscatter measurements for online monitoring, when a specific threshold is
reached (BS > BS_T) an automated liquid handling system transfers a defined
volume (in this case V = 250 µL) of culture containing the cells to the next
cavity. Fresh medium is added until the final working volume is reached (in
this case V = 1 mL), and the next repetitive batch culture (RB1,…,RBn) is started. In parallel, minimally invasive sampling can be carried out at different
times and processed automatically to obtain cell-free supernatants.

carbon sources that are often produced when green biomass is used
(e.g. C5 sugars such as D-xylose) or
when inhibiting target products
(e.g. alcohols or organic acids) are
formed, an expansion of the substrate spectrum or the product tolerance is a desirable end condition
in ALE-based strain development
[10].
During adaptation to the selected
stress conditions, mutations in specific areas of the target organism’s
genome occur more frequently. In
contrast to directed strain construction, with the ALE technique there
is no risk that cellular fitness will be
reduced. Ideally, mutations which
increase fitness will be assertive.
Looking at the regulatory aspects,
it should be noted that strain variants produced exclusively with ALE
are no genetically modified organisms (non-GMO). Besides the direct
use of an evolved strain for production purposes, gene sequencing can
be used in parallel to identify the
resulting mutations to form the basis for directed strain development
[11].

Miniaturized and automated
A number of different technologies
now exist for conducting ALE experiments. In addition to the mode of
operation, the scale of the bioreactors used is a primary differentiating
factor. One such technique is cultivation of microorganisms in a continuous process at constant flow rate
in a lab bioreactor with a limited
supply of nutrient medium and outflow of cells and (by)products over
an extended period. Adaptation and
diversification of the cells can take
place depending on the chosen selection pressure, e.g. by slowly increasing the concentration of a specific media component at the bioreactor supply.
The stability of plasmids introduced is a fundamental challenge
with continuous processing using
genetically modified production
strains under limiting growth conditions [12], because any plasmid
loss results directly in the loss of the
production path and consequently
to superior fitness of plasmid-free
cells. Alternatively, an extension of

LAB Tip+

more information:

• Find more on Bioprocessing and the references
at
www.
lab-worldwide.com.
• Visit the Forschungszentrum Jülich at
Achema in Frankfurt/
Germany from June
11 to 15 (Hall 9.2,
Stand D40).
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CULTIVATING MICROORGANISMS
A batch culture is a closed microorganism culture with a defined
volume. Strong exponential growth of a microorganism population
typically takes place following a lag phase but then subsides, subsequently stagnates (stationary phase) and then enters a death
phase. No added nutrients are introduced from the outside. In
contrast, continuous culturing typically takes place in chemostats.
Medium is continuously added and continuously removed at constant flow rate. At equilibrium, the cell count and nutrient status in
this type of system remain constant over a long period.

a microtiter plate based micro-bioreactor system (e.g. Biolector, m2plabs) and a liquid handling system
(e.g. Freedom Evo, Tecan). Preparation of different media compositions, cool temporary storage of the
media and inoculation of the individual cavities in the cultivation
plate in the micro-bioreactors take
place directly on the robotic deck
using liquid handling operations.
Subsequent inoculation of the
grown bacteria cultures in fresh me-

growth rate [h-1]

the conventional batch process for
lab evolution can be used. Individual cultivation batches are sequentially inoculated until the desired number of generation cycles is reached.
Normally a surplus amount of all
growth-relevant media components
is supplied to minimize the risk of
plasmid loss.
The manual effort involved in ongoing inoculation and monitoring
of biomass and product formation is
a disadvantage when the batch is
processed in conventional shaking
flasks. To address this problem, an
intensive effort is being made to develop improved ALE techniques. A
number of different approaches are
being evaluated which make use of
miniaturization and automation. In
the Bioprocesses and Bioanalytics
working group at the Institute for
Bio- and Geosciences at Forschungszentrum Jülich, additional
automated workflows for undirected
strain optimization using ALE were
added to an existing cultivation
platform which was already highly
automated (Mini Pilot Plant) [13].
Fully automated repetitive batch
cultivation (Fig. 2) can be performed
using a modularized platform which
combines among other things

Number of repetitive batches [-]

Trigger point
End point

Number of repetitive batches [-]
3 Automated lab evolution with C. glutamicum to increase growth on D-xylose
as the sole carbon and energy source (top). When a 48-well microtiter plate is
used, in the selected inoculation schema four independent cultivation replicates can be produced and samples taken twice during the process to analyze
the (by) product spectrum. Modified by [13]
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dium (next batch cycle) is also automated using a time trigger or online
signals (e.g. backscatter measurement) available from the integrated
cultivation unit. This makes it possible to ensure for example that the
cultures are exactly in the exponential growth phase at the time of
transfer.
This is another advantage compared to conventional manual ALE
processing in shaking flasks or bioreactors where directly usable online
signals are not available. With the
new ALE techniques, the assimilation properties of a previously constructed C. glutamicum strain for
the C5 carbohydrate D-xylose were
significantly improved (Fig. 13)
[11,13]. This approach also made it
possible to reliably test the resilience
and long-term stability of new strain
constructs under process-relevant
conditions [4].
So far, this high-performance lab
evolution platform has been developed and used in an academic environment. At the Microbial Bioprocess Lab (Mibiolab), further development work, which has clear industrial relevance, and successful
deployment of these technologies
will take place in collaboration with
industrial partners. Mibiolab follows
the Open Innovation Labs approach,
meaning that it is an enabling space
for developing new solutions to address relevant industrial challenges
and issues. Mibiolab offers a broad
spectrum of cooperation options
and partnerships including R&D
service contracts for industrial and
academic partners.
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DISCOVER NEW SOLUTIONS FOR LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
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Beyond Limitations

Source: ©Christoph Burgstedt - stock.adobe.com

Establishment of 3D ex vivo microfluidics platform for cancer drug screening and
profiling // High-attrition rates during clinical development of new cancer therapies still persist. A new 3D ex vivo microfluidics platform shall now enhance
cancer drug screening and early development process by creating cancer
models which predict clinical outcomes with significantly increased reliability.

1 3D illustration of
a cancer cell in the
process of mitosis

S U M E E R D H A R *, T H E R E S A M U L L H O L A N D** E T A L .

C

ancer is one of the leading
causes of mortality. Specific
cancer types, such as glioma
and pancreatic, remain intractable
to new therapies and advanced cancers represent critical areas of unmet therapeutic need. The challenges in developing successful cancer
therapeutics is not just limited to the
discovery of new drug therapies, but
also to the availability of robust preclinical ex vivo models. Recent technological advances in high-throughput and content phenotypic screen-
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ing, as well as 3D multicellular assay
methods, have opened doors for
reshaping several key processes during drug discovery and development.

Challenges in cancer
therapeutics
Despite increased research investments and ongoing efforts toward
finding novel modalities for the
treatment of the most challenging
cancers, translation into patient

benefit has been slow. Progress from
preclinical drug discovery to positive
clinical outcomes is limited by the
fact that translational cancer research from early drug discovery to
late stage drug development and
assessment in clinical trials is a long
process. Moreover, traditional drug
discovery and discovery medicine
activities have relied upon rudimentary 2D cell monolayer models , 3D
clonogenic assay platforms and
small animal models, mostly utilizing established cancer cell lines.
June 2018  LAB Worldwide

It is now apparent that such preclinical models do not accurately
recapitulate the complex pathophysiology of cancers found in patients and poorly predict clinical
response. Therefore, development
of more predictive, patient-specific
models of human cancer are pivotal
in the quest for profiling of novel
anticancer drugs, either as single
entities or as drug combinations.
Oncologists have recognized the biological similarities of cells grown
ex vivo in 3D culture systems with
avascular tumors in vivo several decades ago [1, 2). The better the in-vitro models reflect the function and
structure of their in-vivo counter
parts, the more predictive the cellbased assays becomes. In this regard, several advances have been
made in developing robust ex vivo
3D cell culture platforms using microtiter plate formats, 3D perfusion
systems and 3D microfluidics formats with special focus on multicellular tumor spheroids (MCTS) systems. The emergence of these technologies have made it possible to
conduct drug screening and early
development programs in cost effective and efficient ways using clinically relevant cell types derived from
multiple cancers.
Currently, the use of ex vivo 3D
assay platforms is being pursued
by researchers as a tool for drug activity response and monitoring potential changes at subcellular levels
to identify downstream targets post
drug treatment. Additionally, these
platforms are extensively being used
as a drug development tool as it has
been shown to closely simulate the
tumour microenvironment within
the in vitro milieu [3-6]. It has previously been reported that the drug
response of cancer cells is not just
determined by the inherent characteristics of the epithelial tumor cells,
but, are also controlled by signals
derived from other cells (stromal/
fibroblasts/distinct immune cell
compartments) within the tumor

* S. Dhar, A. Sim: AMS Biotechnology
Ltd, Abingdon, OX14 4SE, United
Kingdom. Phone +44-1235 828200
** T. Mullholand, G. Robertson,
M. Zagnoni: Center for Microsystems &
Photonics, Dept. Electronic and Electric
Engineering, University of Strathclyde,
Royal College Building, Glasgow G1
1XW, United Kingdom
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2 Model systems in the life sciences

microenvironment [7-10]. Harris
AL (2002) [11] and Mellor & Callaghan (2008) [12] have reported
that the abnormal vascularization of
solid tumors leads to the generation
of tumor microenvironments that
are chronically starved of oxygen
and nutrients. As a result, cells residing in such environment demonstrate altered phenotypic characteristics when compared to the cells
located in more vascularized regions
around the outer core [13-15].
Therefore, there has been immense drive towards developing
methods which can exploit the altered phenotype of tumors. One of
the earliest 3D-related effects, which
were correlated to in-vivo observations, included multicellular drug
resistance (MDR). Cancer cells
grown as 3D spheroids generally display reduced drug sensitivity compared to 2D monolayer cultures
[16]. These observations indicate
that the use of 3D spherical microtissues may enable improved discrimination of the most active anti-cancer drugs with improved therapeutic index.

Need for complex and
relevant model systems
As the understanding of complex
biological and pathological pathways leading to disease is increasing, so has the need for the complex
and relevant model systems arisen
to study the mechanisms involved
in various disease aspects. Yin X, et
al (2016) [19] have aptly described
how the model systems (see Figure 2) have been developed across
the organismal hierarchy to address
specific questions within the realm
of biology and medicine.
Within the context of three-dimensional ex vivo platforms, microfluidic technologies have emerged
as potentially highly relevant ex vivo
tools in cancer research [17, 18].
This rapidly expanding technology
relies on the use of small channels
equipped to handling small fluids
and, therefore, small amount of
chemicals and cell material. These
platforms have shown to represent
physiological relevance over other
in vitro technologies, allowing precise control of the cellular, physical

LAB Tip+

more information:

• You can find more on
this topic and the appendant references
under the keyword
“cancer” at www.
lab-worldwide.com
• Meet Amsbio at Beatson
International
Cancer Conference,
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Scotland, UK (more information on www.
beatson.gla.ac.uk).
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and biochemical environment, ability to study cancer-immune interactions, making them a complementary platform for preclinical in vivo
models [20].

3D ex vivo microfluidics
platform

Source: Amsbio

3 Amsbio 3D ex
vivo Cancer Drug
screening platform
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The microfluidics system developed
by Amsbio in collaboration with researchers at the University of Strathclyde/UK, a miniaturized and
high-throughput 3D ex-vivo assay
platform, provides a robust, customisable and cost-effective screening
system [Mullholland et al, publication under review]. The novel characteristics of this platform enable
rapid decision making to prioritize
the most promising drug candidates, biomarkers and drug combination strategies for preclinical drug
discovery and development.
An advantage of the platform is
the ability of cells to form spheroid
without the presence of exogenously added matrices/scaffolds to help
cells polarize into formation of spheroids. We believe that the endogenously produced ECMs (extracellular matrix, ECM) by cells help polarization and induce cell-contact.
This, together with precise fluid
control, enables long term culture
of spheroids, especially cells derived

LAB Info
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FINAL AIM: CLINICAL SUCCESS
Despite exponentially increasing R&D investments, high-attrition
rates during clinical development of new cancer therapies persist.
Failure to translate promising preclinical drug candidates into clinical success exposes the limitations of current drug discovery models to predict clinical outcomes. For many approved cancer drugs,
the patient’s benefit is often initially small and incremental improvement in treatment efficacy and duration may take many years
of experimental medicine studies within clinical trials.
The shown 3D ex vivo microfluidics platform shall enhance
cancer drug screening and early development process, aiming to
transform the poor success rates of translating preclinical drug
discovery and to accelerate experimental medicine programs towards clinical success. The platform offers great promise to create
cancer models utilizing immortalized standard cell lines, panel of
CRISPR cell lines with known clinically relevant mutations, cells
derived from xenograft models, as well as patient derived primary
cells. The technology provides a versatile 3D ex vivo system to
assess efficacy of small and large molecules in pairwise and radio-chemo combinations.

from patient biopsies or PDXs (Patient derived xenograft, PDX). It has
been observed that patient derived
primary cancer cells require longer
time to form compact spheroids using a standard scaffold free 3D ex
vivo technology. However, in our

platform we have observed that primary cells form compact spheroids
already in less than five days. Therefore, the system enables long-term
culture as well as fractionated
chemo- and targeted-therapy to
study drug efficacy, as well as acquired drug resistance.
The platform has been validated
by assessing the efficacy of standard
of care compounds against multiple
cancer types including glioblastoma, prostate, breast cancer, lung
and pancreatic. This platform offers
the ability to perform multiparametric end point measurements that
include (but are not limited to) viability measurement, changes in
spheroid size and shape, assessing
the temporal evolution of spheroid
response post drug treatment. The
system also allows researchers to
retrieve spheroids for proteomics
and transcriptomics analysis, as well
as changes in the spheroid biomarker status using immunohistochemistry techniques (see Figure 3).
In conclusion, Amsbio 3D ex vivo
microfluidics platform is well suited
for cancer drug discovery, early development and profiling of broad
spectrum of molecules including
small, targeted and biologics tested
against various cancer models. 
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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1 There are several therapeutic
Antibodies currently in late
stages of clinical
trials.

Size Matters
Size Exclusion Chromatography and UHPLC // Quick and straightforward, aqueous
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) has become a mainstay for the analysis
of protein aggregates in the biopharmaceutical industry. Coupling SEC with
advanced detection, such as mass spectrometry, light scattering or surface
plasmon resonance, makes it a versatile tool for numerous applications beyond
aggregate analysis.

LAB Tip+

more information:

• You can find more information about SEC
on our homepage
www.lab-worldwide.
com.
• Visit Tosoh Bioscience
at the Ilmac Lausanne
from October 3 to 4 in
Lausanne/Switzerland
(Stand 7/A01).

R EG I N A R Ö M L I N G*

T

he antibody therapeutics market is enjoying high growth
rates, the major areas of therapeutic application being cancer
and immune/inflammation-related
disorders including arthritis and
multiple sclerosis. In 2017, five of
the top ten best-selling global drug
brands were monoclonal antibodies

* R. Römling:
Tosoh Bioscience Separations
Business Unit Europe, 64347
Griesheim/Germany,
Phone +49-6155-7043717
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(mAbs) and more than 400 mAbs or
mAb related drugs were in clinical
trials. The characterization and
monitoring of these complex biomolecules is a major challenge
throughout the entire development
and manufacturing process.
Timelines in the analytical laboratories are increasingly tough. On the
other hand, there is a strong drive to
explore and understand biologics
more in detail. With new biopharmaceutical formats in the pipeline — bispecific antibodies and
antibody-drug conjugates, for example — rapid and thorough character-

ization will be even more important.
In this context, the task for separation science is to increase resolution
and plate numbers in shorter analysis time. Applying latest UHPLC column technology improves the quality of separation and thereby the
reliability of results.

Antibody Aggregate Analysis
The separation of mAb monomers
from their aggregates is one of the
standard assays at all stages of mAb
development and manufacturing.
Size exclusion chromatography is
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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2 Comparison of
mAb aggregate
analysis using
HPLC (TSKgel
G3000SWXL) and
UHPLC (UPSW3000) methods.

the method of choice for these types
of analyses. UHPLC (ultra-high performance liquid chromatography) is
already a standard technology in the
analysis of small-molecule drugs so
it is no surprise that biopharmaceutical manufacturers are now looking

to follow suit. For decades, The Tosoh G3000SWXL has been the gold
standard for aggregate detection in
the biopharmaceutical industry.
Featuring the same pore size and
surface chemistry but smaller particle size, The UP-SW3000 is the UH-

Liquid Handling
Station f lo w

PLC column of choice when transferring established HP-SEC methods
to UHP-SEC.
Figure 1 demonstrates the advantages of the the column (4.6 mm x
30 cm, 2 µm, 250 Å, flow rate
0.35 mL/min) used with a UHPLC

The Cleanroom for Your Samples!

Get your own benchtop cleanroom for
your samples! The new pipetting robot
Liquid Handling Station flow from
BRAND features a laminar flow of
filtered air accross the worksplaces inside the cabinet. This means effective
protection of your valuable samples
against airborne contamination.
Use it for PCR, qPCR, sample preparation, packaging media and buffers,
microbiological analyses, etc.

See the Liquid Handling Station flow
in action at ACHEMA, Frankfurt:
Hall 4.1/booth G 35
www.brand.de
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mAb 1

BiTE

Relative abundance

Sources: Tosoh Bioscience

3 Analysis of a therapeutic antibody with UHP-SEC-MALS (three different
injection volumes, Wyatt µDawn Detector). Data provided by courtesy of
D. Roessner, Wyatt Technology Europe
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system for mAb analysis versus the
use of a TSKgel G3000SWXL column
(7.8 mm x 30 cm, 5 µm, 250 Å, flow
rate 0.5 mL/min) with a conventional HPLC system. It offers higher resolution of both the high molecular
weight species and the fragments.
In addition, the analysis was completed in half the run time.
When integrating a new UHPLC
column in routine analysis at big
pharma, a thorough evaluation
takes place. Important features besides the pure chromatographic performance are life time studies and
lot-to-lot reproducibility. Both are
known to be critical for many commercial UHP-SEC columns. In customer evaluations, the UP-SW3000
column performed extraordinary
well. Lifetime was reported to be
30
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5 SEC/MS analysis of a Bite (performed by the Wistar Proteomics and Metabolomics Facility, Philadelphia, PA) a) total ion
chromatogram, (b) mass spectrum and (c) deconvoluted mass
spectrum

high, even with demanding new antibody formats, and lot-to-lot reproducibility is excellent.

UHP-SEC and Light Scattering
Coupling SEC with multi angle light
scattering (MALS) detection enables
absolute quantification of a molecule’s molar mass, irrespective of
elution time.
SEC-MALS has become a valuable
tool for verifying purity of monoclonal antibodies as such or as a quick
check while the downstream processing takes place. Besides fluorescence detection, light scattering is
one of the most sensitive methods
to detect protein aggregates.
The quality of SEC analysis is always dependent on a low extra col-

umn dead volume of the LC system
used. Hence, transferring SECmethods to UHPLC also requires special attention to the instrumentation
besides the selection of the proper
UHPLC column. While all modern
UHPLC systems provide extremely
low dead volumes and small detector cell volumes for UV detection,
this is more complicated when it
comes to MALS detection.
The Wyatt µ-Dawn, a three-angular MALS detector, is ideally suited
for UHP-SEC and was used with the
UP-SW3000 column to analyze the
aggregates of a therapeutic antibody
(Fig. 3).
A comparison of the MALS chromatogram with the UV and refractive index signals (data not shown)
revealed that the small peak
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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achieved by the UHPLC column was
retained for all three detectors.

UHP-SEC-MS for Antibodies
More potent antibody formats, such
as bispecific antibodies (bsAbs), are
on the rise. Bispecific antibodies
recognize two different epitopes.
This dual specificity increases the
potency of these molecules compared to mAbs and expands the
range of possible applications.
More than 50 bsAb products
are currently undergoing clinical evaluation. Characterization of bsAbs is essential to
ensuring product safety and
efficacy. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) coupled with
mass spectrometry (MS) is increasingly being used to identify the accurate molecular mass
of biomolecules. SEC-MS, however, requires the use of volatile
mobile phases and the use of
columns that do not exhibit
particle shedding which will
interfere with the MS signal.
A bispecific T cell engager
consisting of two single-chain
variable fragments (scFvs) recombinantly linked by a
nonimmunogenic five-amino-acid chain (Fig. 4) was analyzed by SEC-MS using a TSKgel
UP-SW3000, 2 μm column.
Figure 5 shows the total ion
chromatogram, mass spectrum
and deconvoluted mass spectrum of the Bite. A main peak
can be seen at m/z 54,143; adjacent peaks correspond to different salt adducts.
These results demonstrate
accurate molar mass determination utilizing a ammonium
acetate/ammonium bicarbonate mobile phase with SEC-MS
compatibility. Blank injections
before and between each analysis proved the absence of shedding or carryover (data not
shown).

Summary
Today, UHPLC is increasingly
used for the analysis of biomolecules. Considering the complexity of large proteins such as
antibodies, the transfer from
established HPLC methods to

UHPLC is not as easy as for small
molecules.
For size exclusion chromatography, the new UP-SW3000 UHPLC
column from Tosoh Bioscience offers an easy and straightforward
method transfer to UHPLC. At a
smaller particle size it features the
same pore size and surface modification as the well-stablished
G3000SWXL HPLC column. Its high

durability and good batch-to-batch
reproducibility are the main reasons
for its rising popularity in the biopharmaceutical industry.
The easy implementation in SECMS and SEC-MALS methods is an
additional benefit when it comes to
the characterization of new biopharmaceutical formats such as bispecific antibodies, antibody-drug conjugates or virus like particles.
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DBS Card

is et al.
Source: Thev
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SPExos Cartridge

Waste
1 Athletes from various
disciplines seem to use
nicotine from e.g. chewing
tobacco or snus for doping
purposes. A fully automated analysis by Flow
Through Desorption (FTD)
of a DBS card (left hand
side) significantly increases efficiency of doping
control.

LC(-MS/MS)

Efficient Doping Control
LAB Tip+

Automated determination of nicotine and its metabolites in blood // In the race to
keep up with new and suspected doping agents, the Centre for Preventive Doping Research at the German Sport University Cologne, Germany is upgrading
their laboratory with performance enhancing technologies and automation: The
institute is betting on a fully automated Dried Blood Spot (DBS)-LC-MS/MS analysis system.

more information:

• You can find more on
this topic and the refence under the keywords “doping LCMS/MS“ on www.
lab-worldwide.com.
• The prohibed list
2018 published by
WADA you can find
here www.wada-ama.
org/sites/default/
files/prohibited_
list_2018_en.pdf

G UI D O D EUSS I N G*

T

he pressure to achieve record-breaking results in sports
has become extremely intense, advances in technologies that
can effectively guide an athlete to
peak performance has made
achievement of new records an almost routine occurrence. However,
even after all aspects of an athlete’s
training regime have been optimized and the seemingly endless

* G. Deussing: Redaktionsbüro Guido
Deussing, 41464 Neuss/Germany,
Phone +49-2131-741606
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hours of preparation have been put
in, some athletes still cannot achieve
the desired results. This is when the
temptation to use performance enhancing substances rears its head.
Not every chemical means of enhancing physical or mental performance is currently listed as illegal.
But the World Anti-Doping Agency
(WADA) (see LAB Info box) has a
watchful eye on many substances
that they suspect are being used to
gain an unfair advantage in sports.
In 2015 for instance, the watch list
sported names of active pharmaceutical ingredients such as Bupropion,
Phenylephrine, Phenylpropanol-

amine, Pipradol, and Synephrine,
along with stimulants such as caffeine and nicotine that are naturally
present in coffee and tobacco.

Doping with nicotine — more
than just a suspicion
In 2011, the German daily newspaper “Süddeutsche Zeitung” reported
that “Nicotine doesn’t improve
stamina or muscle power, but it affects the brain and places the athlete
in a different state of mind”, says the
pharmacologist Fritz Sörgel, a recognized doping expert and Head of
the Institute of Biomedical and PharJune 2018  LAB Worldwide
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Source: Gerstel

VACUUm?

2 Fully automated DBS system based on the Multi Purpose Sampler (MPS).

maceutical research (IBMP) at the
University of Nuremberg, Germany.
In those sports, in which reaction
time and concentration are especially important to performance, an
increased nicotine level could help
athletes gain an advantage. While
smoking tobacco could have significant detrimental health and performance effects, e-cigarettes or chewing tobacco could present an attractive alternative without the negative
side-effects. The same applies to
snus, an orally consumed form of
tobacco, which is widely used in
Norway and Sweden. “The suspicion
is that snus is being abused for doping purposes”, states Professor
Mario Thevis from the Centre for
Preventive Doping Research at the
German Sport University Cologne,
Germany. No clinical studies or other well founded data were available
concerning the use or effects of nicotine as a performance enhancing
drug even though WADA had placed
nicotine on the watch list as a suspected doping agent. Prof. Thevis
and his colleagues in Cologne along
with a scientist from the National
Veterinary Institute of the Department of Chemistry in Uppsala, Sweden set out to develop a “fast and
inexpensive” method of analysis
that would enable the determination
of nicotine and its metabolites while
also providing insight on how they
had been introduced into the body
[1]. During their search to find the
most suitable analysis technique for
their purposes, Dried Blood Spot
(DBS) analysis in combination with
online solid phase extraction (SPE)
LAB Worldwide  June 2018

and LC-MS/MS soon emerged as the
most promising solution.

Cost and speed are the
deciding factors
According to the scientists, DBS has
proven itself many times, for example in pre-clinical pharmaceutical
research; for monitoring of active
therapeutic agents; in forensic toxicology; as well as in studies of metabolic disorders. Meanwhile, several examples were also published on
DBS being used in doping analysis.
According to Mario Thevis and his
colleagues, DBS offers a number of
benefits when compared with standard strategies for blood sampling:
DBS is minimally invasive — a simple finger prick is enough to withdraw a sufficient sample volume
(20 μL) for the analysis. Just a few
drops of blood absorbed on a suitable, cellulose based medium is all
that is needed for a successful determination of the compounds of interest. In addition, blood sampled in
this way exhibits good long term
stability at room temperature. Samples dry very quickly and the absence of humidity means that enzymes are deactivated, as the scientists point out [1].
To perform DBS analysis, several
sample preparation steps are required: “Currently, the pre-analysis
workflow includes punching out and
dissolving each dried blood spot.
Then an extraction is performed
with a suitable solvent, occasionally
including ultra-sonication. Further
clean-up steps involve: Protein pre33
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Source: Thevis et al. [6]

cipitation, filtration and transfer of
the resulting extract into a sample
vial followed by LC-MS/MS analysis”, according to Thevis et al. Automation is an absolute necessity in
order to minimize the significant
manual workload and to qualify DBS
sampling for high throughput analysis in a routine laboratory setting.
The scientists set out to determine
nicotine, the main metabolites nornicotine, cotinine and trans-3’-hydrocotinine (trans-3’-HCOT), as well
as the alkaloids Anabasine and Anatabine using a fully automated system: A Multi Purpose Sampler (MPS)
and a Dried Blood Spot Autosampler
(DBSA) coupled to an online SPE system (SPExos) all from Gerstel. This
setup was coupled with a high-resolution LC-MS/MS system.
“When using an online SPE system, we can extract the DBS sample,
clean up the extract, and proceed
directly with the analysis”, explains
Prof. Thevis. Automation is only one
important aspect of the system, according to the expert: “Not only does
the automated DBS sample preparation reduce the workload, it also
improves extraction efficiency and
limits of detection”. The patented
Flow Through Desorption (FTDTM)
technology enables good concentration factors to be achieved while
minimizing the risk of sample to
sample carry over. The Online DBS
SPE-LC-MS/MS method was developed using standard solutions at
different concentration levels,
which were spiked into samples

3 DBS desorption
is performed with
high accuracy in
the user-defined
section of the
blood spot. Quantitative recovery
is achieved resulting in high reproducibility.
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LP Info

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

WORLD ANTI-DOPING AGENCY
The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) is a foundation initiated
by the International Olympic Committee to promote, coordinate
and monitor the fight against the use of performance enhancing
drugs in sports. The agency’s key activities include scientific research, education, development of anti-doping capacities, and monitoring of the World Anti-Doping Code, whose provisions are enforced by the UNESCO International Convention against Doping in
Sport. WADA was founded in 1999, it is an international non-governmental organization (NGO) headquartered in Montreal, Canada.
WADA organizes world-wide campaigns against the use of doping
in sports. These employ urine tests, blood tests and other tests as
required by medical indications. Currently around 30 laboratories
world-wide are authorized by WADA to analyze the required replicate samples (A and B samples) for traces of prohibited substances and for signs that prohibited methods have been used, such as,
for example blood doping. The prohibited list is updated annually
and it serves as the international reference for identifying substances and methods prohibited in all sports that fall under the
World Anti-Doping Code (WADC). Individual countries have national anti-doping agencies such as the USADA in the US, UKAD in the
United Kingdom, AFLD in France and NADA in Germany. Source:
WADA, Wikipedia

from volunteers who had neither
smoked nor consumed snus. The
validation was performed following
the recommendations of WADA and
the European Bioanalysis Forum
(EBF). Deuterated analogues were
used for quantification of target
compounds. In order to investigate
potential differences in pharmacokinetics, Thevis et al. used their method on authentic samples, that is,
blood samples taken from cigaretteand e-cigarette smokers, as well as
snus users. The project was set up
with permission from the local ethics commission, in some countries
known as the Institutional Review
Board, whose task it is to protect human subjects from harm by overseeing research performed on humans
or animals. Written permission was
obtained from the volunteers.

Differentiating between normal consumption and doping
When they developed the method,
the authors focused on optimizing
it for reproducibility and workflow
efficiency, according to Thevis and
his colleagues [1]. The process steps

that held the most promise for improvement was DBS elution, SPE
cleanup, as well as Mass Spectrometric Detection. Using the DBS
method they developed, the authors
succeeded in determining all target
analytes with excellent precision
and accuracy. The limit of detection
for all analytes was 5 ng/mL. The
successful analysis of blood samples
taken from real smokers as well as
e-cigarette and snus users demonstrated that the method could be
implemented for routine doping
controls as well.
“All target compounds were found
in the real samples”, Thevis et al.
wrote. Additionally, the statistical
evaluation had shown a significant
difference in the ratio between nicotine and nornicotine concentrations in the blood depending on
whether nicotine was administered
via the lungs (inhalational) or via
mucous membranes (buccal uptake). This means that based on
pharmacokinetic properties, conclusions can be drawn as to the athlete’s method of consumption and
maybe the longer term pattern of
use.
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Efficient Laboratory
Improve Efficiency and Simplify Processes
METTLER TOLEDO is offering an extensive collection of knowledge, information and advice on how to successfully implement “Lean Laboratory”.
A lean laboratory is focused on delivering results in the most efficient way, in terms of cost and/or speed, with the most efficient use of resources.
The objective is to improve the economic efficiency of an organization. Find out more.

www.mt.com/lean-lab
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Polluting Particles
Direct Analysis of Organic Aerosol via PTR-TOFMS // From morning rush-hour
urban air-pollution to ship diesel emissions — organic particulate matter directly
affects air quality and health while its analysis is still challenging. A new technological solution for PTR-TOFMS shall now find a remedy.

Sources: Ionicon; © Tatsiana,
©©krungchingpixs- stock.adobe.com

1 To improve air
quality, sulfur
emission control
areas were recently established in
declared coastal
areas. Below:
Ionicon’s high
resolution and
high sensitivity
Charon PTR-TOF
6000 X2 analyzer.

M A R K U S M Ü L L E R *, P H I L I P P S U L Z E R *, J E N S H E R B I G* & L U K A S M Ä R K *

O

rganic aerosol is either emitted directly e.g. by biomass
burning and by traffic or
formed secondarily in the atmosphere by photo-oxidation of volatile
precursors like aromatic compounds
from traffic and terpenoids emitted
from vegetation. Particulate organic
matter accounts for a significant
fraction of atmospheric sub-micrometer aerosol. It contains reactive and toxic species and therefore
* M. Müller, P. Sulzer, J. Herbig, L. Märk:
Ionicon Analytik GmbH, Innsbruck/
Austria, Phone +43-512-214-800
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directly affects air quality and
health. Nanometer-sized particles
can enter the alveolar respiratory
system, big fractions get deposited
and toxic species may enter our
blood stream. A fine-grained knowledge about the chemical composition and sources of organic aerosol
is vital to counteract air pollution in
urban environments.

Current situation & solution
Despite the ongoing progress in analytical instrumentation, the analysis of the chemical composition of

organic particulate matter is still
challenging. Current methods with
high chemical resolution are often
off-line, rely on sample pre-concentration on a filter substrate and are
prone to sampling artifacts, or they
rely on direct sampling methods but
only detect limited species (e.g. total
organics) [1].
On the other hand, Ionicon’s proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) is a well-established method for monitoring organic trace gases in the atmosphere
[2]. Soft chemical ionization with
hydronium ions (H3O+) allows for a
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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quantitative real-time detection of
volatile organic compounds (VOC)
down to single digit parts per trillion
(pptV) volume mixing ratios. With
the novel CHARON (CHemical Analysis of aeRsol ONline) inlet system
for PTR-MS now all analytical benefits from the gas-phase are extended
to a direct chemical analysis of
sub-micrometer particulate organic
matter [3].
The Charon particle inlet consists
of a honeycomb activated charcoal
denuder that efficiently adsorbs organic gases and transmits particles,
a high-pressure aerodynamic lens
system that collimates and extracts
sub-micrometer particles, and a
thermo-desorber that evaporates
non-refractory organic particulate
matter at moderate temperatures of
100 – 150 °C and reduced pressures
of a few mbar. These organics are
subsequently analyzed as gas-phase
analytes with one of Ionicon’s
high-resolution PTR-TOFMS instruments. Figure 1 displays Ionicon’s
Charon PTR-TOF 6000 X2 flagship
instrument. By coupling the Charon
inlet to a PTR-TOFMS, the VOC inlet
remains fully operational. An automated valve system allows for scheduled switching between gas- and
particle-phase measurements as
well as zeroing of the particle inlet.

2 Charon PTR-TOFMS mass spectrum of marine engine exhaust organic aerosol fueled by HFO
(top panel) and aerosolized unburned lubricant oil (bottom panel).

Analytical Benefits
Charon PTR-TOFMS is a designated
on-line and real-time particle analyzer. There is no need for off-line
particle pre-concentration, e.g. by
collection/desorption on surfaces.
Analytical artifacts, which may result by reactions on such collection
surfaces or thermal degradation at
high desorption temperatures and
residence times, are efficiently reduced.
In addition, the Charon particle
inlet significantly extends the range
of by PTR-MS measurable compounds from gas-phase volatile and
intermediate volatile organics (VOC
and IVOC) to particle-phase intermediate, semi and low volatile organic
compounds (IVOC, SVOC and LVOC,
respectively) in sub-ng/m3 concentrations. Therefore, the employed
technology allows for the detection
of almost the full range of atmospheric organic carbon with one single instrument. The controlled
LAB Worldwide  June 2018

3 Charon PTR-TOFMS mass spectrum containing around 1000 chemical compositions of organic particulate species (top panel), the time series of selected
traces including total organics, condensed PAHs and lubricant oil (middle
panel) and the particle size resolved particle concentration as measured by a
scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). Patched grey areas labeled HEPA and
VOC indicate periods of HEPA particle-phase background and direct gas-phase
measurements, respectively.

chemical ionization at reduced pressures and defined reaction energies
of a PTR-MS drift tube impede the
formation of ionic artifacts (e.g.
clusters of organics) that might be
falsely attributed. Ionization typically proceeds at collision rates that are
well predictable (+/- 10%). Fragmentation due to ionization is typically low. 60% – 100% of the organic mass concentrations can be directly calculated without the need of
any additional corrections.

With its high temporal resolution
and the high degree of conserved
chemical composition information,
Charon PTR-TOFMS is thus the perfect analytical technique to identify
and quantitatively follow atmospheric particulate tracer compounds
like levoglucosan from biomass
burning and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from traffic. Beyond that
one-minute resolved data of hundreds of identified chemical compositions boost the quality of source
37
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apportionment to a so far unseen
level.
Over the past three years, Charon
PTR-TOFMS was extensively tested
and applied to a series of measurement campaigns to explore the capabilities of the system and improve
our knowledge on organic aerosol.
These studies include ambient air
measurements in three European
cities [4], measurements in large
environmental simulation chambers as well as laboratory-based aerosol flow tubes [5–7], various emission studies from engine and vehicular emissions [8] and quantification and comparison studies with
current state of the art instrumentation. In the following we want to
introduce two applications in more
detail: the detailed characterization
of ship diesel engine emissions and
new insights into the chemical composition and source of urban organic aerosol in the city of Innsbruck,
Austria.

Ship diesel emissions

LAB Tip+

more information:

• You can find more on
this topic, figure 4 and
the appendant references under the keyword “PTR-TOFMS” at
www.lab-worldwide.
com
• The the 22nd International Mass Spectrometry Conference 2018
ISMS 2018 will take
place from August 26
to August 31 in Florence, Italy (more information on www.
imsc2018.it).
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Several coastal metropolitan areas
suffer from bad air quality that is
partly affected by the emissions
from large cargo ships, cruise liners
and harbor activities. To improve air
quality, sulfur emission control areas were recently established that
enforce a transition from residual
heavy fuel oil (HFO) towards low-sulfur distillate marine gas oil (MGO) in
declared coastal areas. Inorganic
particulate matter (e.g. sulfate particles) can be reduced efficiently, but
little is known about the particulate
organic fraction in ship exhaust that
accounts for ~15 to 80% of the total
particulate emissions for HFO and
MGO respectively. To study the
chemical composition in unprecedented detail, Charon PTR-TOFMS
was installed to identify and quantify the total emission of organic aerosol from a marine test bench engine that was operated on HFO and
MGO [8]. In both fuel operation
modes a series of aliphatic hydrocarbons in the C20-to-C39 range was
identified, which are typical main
constituents of lubricating oils. Figure 2 displays Charon PTR-TOFMS
mass spectra of measured marine
engine exhaust operated on HFO
and aerosolized unburned lubricant
oil. Only little difference between

LP Info

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

OUTLOOK: CHARON GOES AIRBORNE
Recently, Charon was invited to go airborne and participate in
NASA’s Student Airborne Research Project (SARP) to study the air
quality in the proximity of Los Angeles (USA) onboard of NASA’s
DC-8 Airborne Science Laboratory. During this campaign that will
take place in July 2018, Charon will analyze particulate organic
aerosol with a special focus on potential wild-fire emissions, traffic and transportation emissions in the proximities of the LAX
airport and the Los Angeles Harbor as well as secondary biogenic
emissions in California’s Central Valley, one of the most productive
agricultural areas in the world.

both mass spectra is visible. Total
emissions of lubricating oil up to
183 mg kW-1 h-1 were detected. This
value resembles typical oil loss rates
of marine four-stroke trunk piston
engines. Potential biological effects
of lubricating oil components
should be investigated in more detail.

Ambient air study
A morning rush-hour urban air-pollution event was measured in April
2017 in Innsbruck, Austria, and
serves as an excellent example for
the unique analytical performance
of Charon PTR-TOFMS (figure 3).
Cold temperatures and a strong inversion led to a quick accumulation
of primary particulate matter emitted from traffic and domestic heating. Total organic aerosol concentrations quickly increase from around
1 µg/m3 to nearly 20 µg/m3. Good
temporal agreements with in parallel Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
(SMPS) measurements are achieved.
The chemical finger-print includes
the dominant biomass burning tracer levoglucosan, traffic markers including condensed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and series of potential aliphatic hydrocarbons, the main constituents of
lubricant oils.
Such multitudes of highly time-resolved chemical signals are perfect
inputs for an apportionment of
emissions to specific sources. In urban environments such sources include direct emissions from traffic,

domestic heating, and cooking or
secondary sources from e.g. biogenic emissions or solvents. With an
example of Innsbruck in October
2015 (see figure 4, online), the biggest source for particulate organic
matter clearly is biomass burning.
Biomass burring organic aerosol
(BBOA) tracers are clearly dominated by the anhydrosugar levoglucosan (C6H11O5+) [4]. This does not
come as a surprise, as wood is commonly used for domestic heating in
this area. Another urban emission
source comes from traffic (traffic
POA). One well known group of
compounds primarily emitted from
traffic are condensed PAHs. Nevertheless, source apportionment
shows us that biomass-burning accounts to 74% of the total daily
emission and is therefore the biggest
source for toxic PAHs. A reduction
of wood burning for domestic heating would clearly improve air quality in winter-time, especially in alpine valleys with limited air exchange.

Charon Goes Airborne
During all these studies, Charon
PTR-TOFMS has proven to be a versatile and robust analytical instrument and therefore we now start to
explore the use of Charon on mobile
PTR-TOFMS platforms based on
ioniTOF mass spectrometers which
are compact and modular time-offlight systems for research & OEM,
developed and manufactured by
Ionicon (s. LAB Info box).
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Sources: Eppendorf

1 Visionize provides network
connectivity for
laboratory equipment such as the
Cryocube Freezer.

Net Connectivity
Network-connected equipment helps optimize lab operations // How can
workflows be improved in the lab? Where is there a need for optimization?
Software-based networking can significantly improve capacity utilization
on shared equipment.

LAB Tip+

more information:

• You can find more on
the lean lab topic at
www.lab-worldwide.
com.
• Visit Eppendorf at
Achema in Frankfurt/
Germany from June
11 to 15 (Hall 4.1,
Stand B35).

L

ab work is expensive — human
resources and lab-specific infrastructure cost a lot of money. For that reason, finding better
ways of organizing workflows in the
lab and increasing capacity utilization on expensive lab equipment is
a major priority for lab managers.
More and more frequently, the
terms Lean Lab and Lab 4.0 appear
in this context together with action
guidelines. Dr. Tanja Musiol, lean
lab expert at Eppendorf, sees three
essential entry points for improving
workflows in the lab:

* Contact: Eppendorf AG,
22339 Hamburg/Germany,
Phone +49-40-53801-0
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Workflow optimization — analysis of routine processes: How can we
reduce walking distances? How can
workflows be simplified and standardized? A lot can often be achieved
simply by tidying up the lab. Employee qualifications — analysis of
existing potential: Does the education and training level of my lab
team still correspond to everyday
needs? Is training needed on the use
of new equipment and methods?
Taking a fresh look should be encouraged to overcome the inertia of
existing workflows. Technical infrastructure — analysis of the lab
equipment: Do I have what I really
need to get the work done? Have
there been technical advances which

could help me optimize my lab processes? If you want high-quality results, you need high-quality, stateof-the-art equipment.

Software and hardware for
equipment connectivity
Network connectivity for lab equipment is a major issue for Dr.
Musiol. It is needed to improve utilization and to conduct condition
monitoring of equipment attached
to the network. About a year ago,
Eppendorf introduced Visionize
which includes both hardware and
software components. It supports
connectivity for a large number of
Eppendorf devices and makes it posJune 2018  LAB Worldwide
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sible to access device data using
desktop software or an app. Visionize consists of two major components: Visionize onboard devices
which already have Visionize functionality (e.g. the Freezer Cryocube
F740i and the Mastercycler X50)

and the Visionize box, an interface
for hardware connectivity to attach
additional devices to the system.
By storing relevant device information and documents on a central
server in the in-house network environment, the user can continually

monitor device performance and
has network access to documents
and other information. This helps
Eppendorf keep a constant watch on
the state and functioning of the lab
equipment and optimize utilization
rates.
map

LAB Info

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

COST OPTIMIZATION IS NOT ALWAYS THE MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION
LP: Dr. Musiol, process optimiza- would advise lab managers to
tion in the lab is a hot topic at begin with the small things. They
the moment. Where does the should take a critical look at established workflows and introhype come from?
Dr. Tanja Musiol: The biotech and life duce optimization step-by-step.
science industries are not im- Process optimization does not
mune to increasing time and cost end with a one-time introduction
pressure. In the past, research of Lean Lab methodologies. It is
institutions had considerable an ongoing issue and should be
flexibility when allocating re- part of the daily routine. Cost resources, but due to increasing duction does not always have to
demands process optimization is be the prime consideration. The
no longer simply optional. Opti- goal can be the establishment of
mization of routine processes can reproducible processes or prolead directly to increased effi- cess standardization. All of this
ciency and cost reduction. In ad- must not obscure the fact that
dition, regulatory requirements continuing professional developare becoming an increasingly ment for lab staff is a key success
important consideration, for ex- factor.
ample in medical diagnostics and LP: Visionize is intended to optithe pharmaceutical segment. Pro- mize workflows in the lab. Could
cess optimization is often needed you describe your solution in
to set up reproducible, standard- somewhat greater detail?
ized workflows. I tend to see both Dr. Musiol: The Eppendorf Visionize
aspects as possible reasons for system enables lab equipment
the stronger interest in Lean Lab
methodologies and general process optimization in the lab.
Techniques which have been established for years in production,
medical diagnostics and the pharmaceutical segment are now
proving their worth in the research and non-industrial lab
sector.
LP: Is process optimization a matter of all or nothing? What advice would you give to lab managers who are looking at this
issue for the first time?
Dr. Tanja Musiol, Head of Global
Dr. Musiol: It does not have to be Marketing Management, Eppendorf
all or nothing. On the contrary, I AG
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connectivity using a central software application. The current
status of a device can be accessed
from any computer on the network. I can see right away if a
centrifuge is not being used
somewhere and how much longer
a PCR program will run. This
helps optimize operations in the
lab, increase day-to-day planning
efficiency and increase equipment utilization. Device management is a useful tool for general
process optimization. Important
documents can be directly associated with a piece of equipment
and stored in the central software
application. Certificates, operating instructions, short videos and
much more can be held in a central location, eliminating the need
for time-consuming searches for
important information. An administrator can take responsibility for document management
and make sure that the documents are kept up to date. Information on equipment maintenance intervals can also be
stored. The equipment can then
be organized by due dates. With
this information, downtime can
be planned in advance, and costs
can be reduced by consolidating
maintenance work. The generation of e-mail notifications when
specific equipment events occur
and the acquisition and documentation of various equipment
parameters can significantly enhance safety and reliability.
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Ready for the Challenge?

Sources: Thermo Fisher Scientific

Getting accurate and reproducible trace element analysis results // Getting good
and consistent results for trace element analysis can be a daily challenge. For a
start, contamination lurks everywhere, ready to trip you up. Next, there is the
problem of sample-to-sample washout/memory effects randomly popping up to
frustrate you. Then there’s the issue of interferences, which of course are at
their worst for those elements that are most important to you.

1 How collision
cell technology
with KED for
ICP-MS works.

SIMON NELMS*

C
LAB Tip+

more information:

• You can find more on
Elemental analysis at
www.lab-worldwide.
com.

ontamination and interferences pose big challenges for getting accurate and reproducible trace element results. On top of
these problems, there’s also the
headache of sample and calibration
solution preparation, which is not
only labour intensive but also
fraught with the risk of error as well
as contamination. These issues are
particularly prevalent for inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis, where target
analytes are most often in the part
per trillion to part per billion range.
If you’d like to find out how to solve
these problems, then read on…

* Dr. S. Nelms:
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Hemel Hempstead/UK, Phone +44-1442-233555,
analyze.eu@thermofisher.com
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Challenge 1: Contamination
Elemental contamination is a widespread issue, which encompasses
contamination from sample preparation and sample-to-sample washout/memory effects (the latter appearing as cross contamination between samples). The usual suspects
that cause the most trouble for trace
level analysis include Al, Cr, Cu, Fe,
Mn, Ni, Pb and Zn, but others, such
as Hg, Mo and Sb, can cause random
errors if they are at high levels in one
sample, then low in the next.
During sample preparation —
which includes everything from
sample digestion and dilution, to
blank and calibration solution
preparation — the biggest sources of
contamination are labware and reagents: pipette tips, volumetric flasks
and their caps, sample tubes and
their lids, de-ionised water supplies

and reagents such as nitric acid are
all potential sources of contamination.
The largest component in any liquid sample for trace element analysis using ICP-MS is most often water,
so the purity of your de-ionised water supply is critical. Ideally, the
water you use should have a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm to ensure that
elemental contamination is at a
minimum. The next most significant problem is surface contamination of sample bottles, volumetric
flasks and sample tubes and their
caps/lids. To ensure that this is eliminated, these items should be rinsed
with or soaked in dilute (0.5% (v/v))
nitric acid, then washed with de-ionised water before use. Alternatively,
sourcing pre-washed labware can be
a good idea. Glassware generally
causes more problems than plastic
ware, so use plastic where possible,
and recycle this as much as possible
of course. Pipette tips are trickier to
clean, so test tips from different suppliers to check if they are clean
enough to use straight from the box.
If necessary, you can also pre-clean
them by pipetting dilute nitric acid
and dispensing it to waste first, before using the tip for your sample
preparation.
With sample-to-sample washout/
memory effects, the usual troublemakers are ‘sticky’ elements such as
Hg, Mo and Sb, as already mentioned. These elements take longer
to washout between samples as they
adhere more strongly than other elements to the surface of the sample
probe and tubing along which the
samples pass on their way into the
ICP-MS. The simplest solution to
this problem is to increase the wash
time between samples, but this can
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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lead to much longer analysis times.
A mixed rinse solution containing
both dilute nitric and hydrochloric
acids (generally at 0.5% to 2% (v/v)
concentration) will be more effective
at washing out sticky elements. In
the case of Hg, it is also advisable to
ensure HCl is present in all blanks,
calibration solutions and samples,
or alternatively, to add Au at 200 ppb
to all solutions to be analysed to stabilise Hg in solution and so prevent
it causing washout problems.

Challenge 2: Interferences
Since the early days of ICP-MS in the
mid-1980s, interferences with this
technology have been well studied,
characterised and documented. The
most immediately noticeable interferences are those that form as a
result of reactions between the plasma gas (Ar) and the sample constituents in the high temperature environment of the plasma. As a noble
gas, Ar is not expected to be reactive, but in an up to 10,000 °C plasma with acid vapours, water and
other sample components being
present, it forms a range of products, primarily including ArO+,
ArN+, ArC+, ArCl+ and ArAr+. These
so-called polyatomic interferences
interfere with Fe, Mn, Cr, As and Se
respectively. Additional, less abundant interferences from ArOH+,
ArNH+, etc. are also observed and,
when high amounts of sample matrix components such as Na are pres-

2 iCAP TQ ICP-MS System
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ent, other species such as ArNa+
(which interferes with Cu) are also
seen. Aside from Ar-based interferences, samples containing high
amounts of S, P, Cl and C (e.g. from
sulphuric, phosphoric and hydrochloric acids and organic sample
components) produce a plethora of
interferences including SO+, SO2+,
PO+, PO2+, ClO+ and CO+ (which interfere with Ti, Zn, Cu, V and Si), as
well as less abundant hydride adducts of all of these species (i.e.
SOH+, SO2H+, etc.).
With all these interferences (and
more), you might be wondering how
you can get any sensible results at all
out of an ICP-MS. The answer is that
today’s ICP-MS instruments (such as
the Thermo Scientific iCAP RQ single quadrupole ICP-MS) (see Fig. 2)
come complete with an advanced
system known as collision/reaction
cell technology that significantly
reduces the majority of common
polyatomic interferences while retaining sufficient sensitivity for the
interfered elements to allow them to
be accurately quantified. This technology consists of a cell placed between the interface of the instrument (where the plasma meets the
rest of the mass spectrometer) and
its quadrupole mass analyser. This
QCell in the iCAP RQ ICP-MS is filled
with a continuous, low flow of (usually) He gas. As the ion beam from
the interface enters the cell, polyatomic interference ions and analyte
ions collide with the He gas and lose
kinetic energy. Even though the polyatomic ions have the same mass as
the element with which they interfere, they have a larger cross-sectional area, which means that they
undergo more collisions than the
analyte ions do. The result is that
they lose more kinetic energy than
the analytes, allowing them to be
rejected from the ion beam using a
simple voltage barrier between the
collision cell and the quadrupole
mass spectrometer. The analyte ions
can then be measured with much
less interference — in fact, in many
cases effectively interference free.
This collision cell ion energy filtering approach to interference removal is known as kinetic energy discrimination (KED). The whole process is illustrated in Figure 1.
In a few cases, use of H2 (a reactive
gas), in the cell of single quadrupole
43
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3 Principles of on-mass and mass-shift analysis for triple quadrupole ICP-MS,
using Reaction Finder.

ICP-MS instruments can be helpful,
because certain interferences can be
removed by chemical reactions with
this gas, while the analytes with
which they interfere don’t react (or
at least hardly react), leading to
much improved accuracy and lower
detection limits. However, use of He
and H2 with single quadrupole instruments, although highly effective
for a wide range of applications, has
its limitations. There are some interferences that are either so intense or
44

so difficult to resolve, that even this
powerful technology is defeated.
The types of interferences that go
beyond the capabilities of single
quadrupole ICP-MS include the socalled isobaric interferences, consisting of isotopes of an element that
have the same mass as isotopes of
another element (such as 87Rb and
87
Sr) and intense interferences generated by samples containing very
high levels of matrix elements, such
as metal alloy digests. Examples of

this latter kind of interference include CoO+, which interferes with
the monoisotopic As, and ZrO+/
ZrOH+ which interfere with Cd. Other interferences which cause problems with single quadrupole instruments include doubly-charged rare
earth elements, such as Nd2+ and
Gd2+ which interfere with As and Se
respectively. This is when triple
quadrupole ICP-MS technology,
such as that provided in the iCAP TQ
ICP-MS, comes to the fore. Triple
quadrupole systems allow mass filtering of the ion beam emanating
from the plasma before the beam
enters the collision/reaction cell,
which greatly enhances the selectivity of the instrument for interference
removal and opens the door to using
a wider range of reactive cell gases
(such as O2 and NH3) than can be
used with single quadrupole instruments. These additional gases allow
more complex chemical reactions to
be used in the cell to achieve far better removal of challenging interferences, such as CoO+, Nd2+ and Gd2+.
Triple quadrupole instruments
achieve their superior interference
removal capability in one of two
ways, depending on the interference
to be resolved: the first way is ‘onmass’ analysis and the second is
‘mass-shift’ analysis.
On-mass analysis, as the name
suggests, is based on transmitting
the isotope of interest through the
first quadrupole (Q1) while rejecting
either the majority of, or all of, the
other isotopes in the ion beam (more
on this later). The selected mass plus
its associated interference then enters the collision cell (Q2) which is
filled with a gas such as O2. In this
case, the analyte ion (e.g. Cd+) does
not react with O2, while the interference (e.g. ZrO+ / ZrOH+) reacts rapidly to form higher oxides (such as
ZrO2+ / ZrO2H+). The unreacted target mass is then transmitted, into
the third quadrupole (Q3), where it
is now effectively and completely
separated from the interference, and
detected.
In contrast, with mass-shift analysis, after mass filtering the isotopes
of interest with Q1 (in the same way
as with on-mass analysis), it is the
target analyte that is reacted with
the cell gas in Q2 while the associated interference doesn’t react. In the
cases of CoO+ and Nd2+ interference
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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on As, and Gd2+ interference on Se
(which are problems that arise during analysis of, for example, nutraceuticals containing Vitamin B and
environmental samples such as soil
/ sewage digests, respectively), As
and Se are converted by collision
with O2 into AsO+ and SeO+ while
CoO+, Nd2+ and Gd2+ do not react in
the same way. The AsO+ and SeO+
product ions are then detected, interference free, after mass selection
by Q3.
As well as these two triple quadrupole modes, instruments such as the
iCAP TQ ICP-MS can be operated in
single quadrupole mode with no cell
gas and with He/H2 cell gases for
analyses that don’t require triple
quadrupole selectivity. With all
these different possible operating
modes, you might be thinking that
these instruments are very complicated to use. After all, if you are not
so experienced with ICP-MS, how do
you know which mode is best for all
the elements you need to measure?
The Thermo Scientific Qtegra Intelligent Scientific Data Solution (ISDS)
software that operates the iCAP TQ
ICP-MS solves this complexity using
a software-based method assistant
called Reaction Finder, which automatically selects the optimum measurement mode, Q1 analyte, reaction
gas and Q3 mass to be detected for
you. If you want to compare the performance of different modes for a
particular analysis within a single
run, you can simply duplicate the
isotope of interest and select a different mode from a drop-down list
of available modes.
On-mass and mass-shift operation
with Reaction Finder mode selection
is shown schematically in Figure 3.
In addition to the examples given
above, the extended flexibility and
capability of triple quadrupole ICPMS also enables highly challenging
analyses, including:
• Ti detection in clinical research
specimens, which requires resolution of Ti+ from PO+, Ca+ etc.,
using NH3 cell gas to convert Ti to
TiNH(NH3)3+ at mass 114;
• Separation of 87Sr+ from 87Rb+ for
Sr isotope ratio studies, using O2
to convert Sr+ to SrO+ while leaving
Rb+ unreacted;
• Ultra-trace detection of Se in Ni
alloys, by converting Se+ to SeO+
using O2, to resolve it from NiO+,
LAB Worldwide  June 2018

NiOH+ and BrH+ interferences;
and
• Cd quantitation in Zr alloy nuclear
fuel rod cladding material, using
O2 to remove the ZrO+ and ZrOH+
interferences on Cd+.
As mentioned above, Q1 can select
the isotope of interest and reject either the majority of, or all of, the
other isotopes. In most applications,
using Q1 to transmit only the isotope of interest is not essential and
only serves to potentially reduce
sensitivity and degrade detection
limits compared to operating it with
a wider mass range. The iCAP TQ
ICP-MS uses the advantage of controlling the mass transmission
through Q1 to optimise sensitivity
and detection limits for analyses
that do not require single mass Q1
transmission, using an optimised
software protocol to control Q1
called Intelligent Mass Selection
(iMS). For those few analyses that do
benefit from single mass transmission through Q1, the iCAP TQ ICPMS software can be set by the user to
a ‘higher’ mass resolution mode to
selectively transmit only the target
isotope through Q1 at a peak resolution of less than 1 atomic mass unit
(amu). All of the above-listed interference problems addressed by triple
quadrupole ICP-MS can be solved
using iMS — none of them require
single mass transmission through
Q1, making analysis more effective,
simpler and faster for both routine
and research applications.

necessary, use of powder-free
gloves, clean laboratory coats and
safety glasses is essential.
If your laboratory analyses medium to large numbers of samples
every week and dilution of samples
is a regular activity for you, the most
effective way to minimise manual
sample handling is to invest in a
hands-free autodilution system for
your ICP-MS instrument. There are
a couple of major providers of such
systems and a quick internet search
or conversation with a local ICP-MS
sales representative will highlight
them. Autodilution systems not only take away the laborious task of
fixed manual dilution of a set of samples (e.g. dilution by a factor of 10)
using so-called prescriptive dilution, but also provide the ability to
dilute intelligently by different
amounts on a sample by sample basis, in accordance with rules such as
‘dilute if a result is above the calibration range’ or ‘dilute if the internal
standard recovery is below an acceptable value’. With the iCAP RQ
and iCAP TQ ICP-MS instruments,
the common software platform that
operates them, Qtegra Intelligent
Scientific Data Solution (ISDS), offers both prescriptive and intelligent
dilution functionality as standard,
giving you flexibility for unattended
and uncontaminated automatic
analysis. 

Challenge 3: preparation
In the words of the pioneering
French criminologist Edmond Locard, “Every contact leaves a trace”.
This is as true for sample preparation
as it is for forensic science, in that
everything a sample, blank or calibration solution comes into contact
with risks contaminating it. The
basic rule is therefore to minimise
sample handling steps as much as
possible to minimise the risk, as well
as using pre-cleaned labware as described earlier. Since we humans are
also well known sources of trace element contamination (from hair,
skin cells and dust from outside the
lab carried in on our clothes), as little
manual sample manipulation as
possible helps reduce contamination. When manual interaction is
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Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

ICP-MS: FOR A VARIETY OF SAMPLES
ICP-MS technology is suitable for a broad range of
samples. It can be used inenvironmental, food safety, clinical research or pharmaceutical compliance
applications, or for speciality work such as geoscience exploration. In environmental analysis for example it can measure both trace and major analytes
in such different samples as drinking water and soil
digests. In clinical research it can detect very small
traces of toxic and essential elements in complex
biological matrices. By coupling ICP-MS with metal-freeIon Chromatography systems you can also
speciate critical elements such as chromium, arsenic
and mercury for food safety applications.
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Minimising Hazards

Sources: Düperthal

From the Smart Home to the Smart Lab // Employees in a laboratory often
have to handle hazardous or easily ignitable substances. What benefits can
networked solutions for storage of hazardous substances bring and what do
the technical solutions look like in detail?

1 The safety storage cabinets can
be monitored
using special
control monitors.

C H R I ST I A N VÖ L K *
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more information:

• You can find more on
this topic at www.
lab-worldwide.com.
• Meet the experts of
Düperthal at Achema
2018, June 11-15,
Frankfurt a.M./Germany, Hall 4.1, Stand L49
(more information on
www.achema.de).
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veryone is talking about Smart
Homes. There are hardly any
construction contractors who
are not using the latest building
technology to convert their new
builds into intelligent houses, including control centres with software systems and a wide range of
sensors installed in and around the
house. At the same time, the issue
of control and networking has become well established in the laboratory, too. Software systems are used
to optimise performance and safety,
and to reduce costs. A wide range of

building components are controlled
and optimised, for example ventilation, air-conditioning, lighting and
fire protection. Ideally, these systems are already taken into account
during planning in order to take
advantage of the extensive benefits
as soon as the building is commissioned and to amortise the investment more quickly.

Networked safety storage
cabinets: What are benefits?
By contrast, despite being an everyday issue in many laboratories, handling and storage of ignitable haz-

ardous substances in safety storage
cabinets tends to be addressed on a
more ad-hoc basis. This prevents
optimum use of available resources
for scientific research, development
and production. Prompt and safe
disposal of solvent wastes alone
costs valuable time and hinders optimum laboratory processes. In addition, in scientific research and
production operations, there has
been a continual increase in each
* C. Völk:
Düperthal Sicherheitstechnik GmbH &
Co. KG, 63791 Karlstein am Main/
Germany, Phone +49-6188-9139-0
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individual’s performance and efficiency requirements.
For many people, optimising their
own working day and their individual activities plays an increasingly
important role (see also LP Info box
on page 48). Also, when it comes to
occupational safety, operators have
more and more responsibilities
these days, for example as a result of
statutory occupational safety regulations. Factors such as documentation obligations call for stable, safe
processes to guarantee sustainable
occupational safety.
With the Cabi2Net, the German
company Düperthal now offers a
solution capable of resolving these
problem areas. For the first time,
safety storage cabinets can be linked
to one another in the network, enabling work processes to be controlled. Process reliability is the key

2 Various sensors
— a temperature
sensor is shown in
the picture — monitor different
parameters such
as fill level, temperature or the
door opening
status.

concept. Today’s operators are not
only responsible for the safety of users and activities throughout the
internal process chain; they must
also document this and prepare it for

further processing using digital devices such as a PC or tablet. Reliable
sensors for monitoring the relevant
parameters is a fundamental requirement here. Cabi2Net com-

VACUUM SOLUTIONS FOR CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
We design and optimize your vacuum application and support you with further consulting
OktaLine ATEX
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Optimize your cost of ownership with a dedicated leak detector to reduce the
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bined with the varied choice of sensors enables processes to be optimised and tailored to the specific
requirements on site. For example,
fill levels can be recorded at every
extraction and/or collection of flammable liquids and appropriate measures can be initiated. The technology also allows temperatures to be
evaluated or closing of doors to be
monitored. Process reliability is
guaranteed and all parameters are
automatically documented in conjunction with Cabi2Net for risk assessment purposes.
With up-to-date data and intelligent networking, the system also
supports efficient value chain design. Information, e.g. on fill levels
or faults, can be retrieved on the
internet from any device using a web
interface. The system is scalable and
can be integrated into the general
building automation. As a result, it
is easy to retrieve relevant information about the operational status of
safety storage cabinets, e.g. on a
smartphone, tablet or PC, from anywhere in the world.

Lean lab thanks to digital
transformation
Solutions like these are aimed directly at the requirements experts
recommend for optimising work
processes. You can’t create a lean lab
by simply purchasing a standard
product — it’s a philosophy that has
to be put into practice on a daily basis. System solutions from Düper-

3 Cabi2Net gives laboratory employees continuous information about the
functioning of their safety storage cabinets, even on a tablet.

thal tailored to specific user and
operator requirements are designed
to help bring this philosophy to life.
Even during the process analysis
phase, Düperthal experts ensure
that your processes on site become
leaner and more efficient. Activities
that don’t add value are reduced to a
minimum. In practice, the right
planning and the right product can
achieve a lot, for example preventing a great deal of unnecessary time
moving around the lab. It goes without saying that the system solutions
always allow work in accordance
with the regulations and ensure that

LAB Info

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

COUNTING STEPS IN THE LABORATORY
Creating a lean lab can literally begin with just a few steps. A simple method of testing for yourself whether established work processes deliver efficient processing of samples is to count steps.
Done on a smartphone, it clearly shows the distances a person
travels and how long it takes them on a typical day in the laboratory. Measurements have shown it can be up to seven kilometres,
which means around an hour is spent just walking around. By restructuring the working area, distances can often be reduced, thus
saving time and minimising the possible risk of contamination of
samples.
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users and operators are safe at all
times. Particular attention is paid to
the potential hazards that arise
when using open containers, e.g. for
disposal (active storage). These potential hazards include the increased
risk of an explosive atmosphere and
static charges. Using new technologies like Cabi2Net makes a valuable
contribution towards turning the
work environment into a lean lab.
Düperthal consistently applies the
thinking behind Industry 4.0 and
IoT, reducing administration work
wherever possible. With up-to-date
data and intelligent networking, it
supports efficient value chain design. Information, e.g. on fill levels
or faults, can be retrieved from the
network from any device using a web
interface. The system is scalable,
with additional modules allowing
the integration of numerous sensors
and actuators.

Lean storage of hazardous
substances is possible
Implementing the results of a process analysis and using Cabi2Net
provides the appropriate level of
safety in active storage of hazardous
substances and frees up resources to
leave more time for actual scientific
research. Exploiting this potential
leads to more stable and leaner processes — entirely in keeping with the
lean lab concept.
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Arsenic in Your Rice?
Detecting toxins: Species analysis with the LC-ICPMS // Heavy metal contamination
in food and water poses a threat to humans and animals. The toxicity of elements such as chromium, mercury and arsenic varies depending on their oxidation state. Food analysis is a very effective method for positively identifying
the oxidation state.

KO N STA N T I N
K A R TA S C H E W *

H

eavy metal contamination in
food and drinking water is
an ever-present risk, and
constant monitoring is needed to
keep it at bay. While it is true that a
number of different metals are involved in vital processes inside the
human body, excessive consumption of the same elements can be
harmful to health or even cause certain types of cancer. To protect public health, Commission Regulation
(EC) No 1881/2006 sets maximum
levels for certain heavy metals in
foodstuffs. Regulation (EC) No
2015/1006 of 25 June 2015 changed
the maximum levels for arsenic in
rice [2] (also see the LP Info box on
page 52). Since 2018, all EU member states are urged to set new maximum levels for inorganic arsenic in
rice.

Source: ©T-3 - stock.adobe.com

The danger posed by toxic
arsenic in foodstuffs

50

1 Rice is able to absorb up to ten times
more arsenic than other types of grain.

History, the cinema and television
constantly remind us that arsenic is
a poison. Evidence shows that the
ingestion of inorganic arsenic in particular seriously increases the risk of
lung, skin and badder cancer [2].
Contamination can be present right
in the drinking water. Also, plants
can absorb and store arsenic from
water and from the soil. In today’s
globalized world, food containing
arsenic can be distributed to additional population centers, even in
* Dr. K. Kartaschew:
Shimadzu Deutschland GmbH,
47269 Duisburg/Germany,
Phone+49-203-76870
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2 In-line LC-ICPMS system consisting of an inert Shimadzu Prominence HPLC and an ICPMS-2030 for direct food analysis.

areas where until recently arsenic
contamination was not a problem.
Rice in particular has the capacity to
absorb more arsenic than other
types of grain [3]. Levels as high as
20 - 900 µg/kg have been detected in
the past [4].

Oxidation numbers and
types of bonding
The different oxidation states and
types of bonding determine the toxicity of an element. Inorganic arsenic and organic arsenic compounds
can be present in rice. Inorganic
arsenic is more toxic than organic
arsenic compounds. In addition, a
distinction can be made between the
far more toxic arsenic (III) and arsenic (V). Consequently, highly accurate qualitative and quantitative
determination of the element’s state
is crucial.

Dissecting chemical
properties with the LC-ICPMS
Distinguishing between the oxidation states and chemical state is
called species analysis. Coupling
selective HPLC with highly sensitive
ICPMS equipment creates a reliable
and highly impressive analysis technique. Through the use of chromatography, complex samples are separated out into their individual constituents. The arsenic content is
then determined using ICPMS. The
next step is to generate a chromatogram to detect arsenic which has a
specific mass-to-charge ratio of 75.
This article presents a method for
LAB Worldwide  June 2018

accurate, highly-sensitive food analysis of organic and inorganic arsenic
in rice using the in-line combination
of a Shimadzu ICPMS-2030 and a
Shimadzu HPLC (Prominence, inert
LC system). From a single software
user interface, highly accurate, user-friendly investigations can be
carried out on extremely complex
samples with the LC-ICPMS system
(Fig.2).

Sample preparation and
measurement conditions
Two certified rice samples were analyzed: white rice (certified standard
substance: NMIJ CRM 7503-a) and
brown rice (certified standard substance: NMIJ CRM 7532-a). For each
analysis, 0.5 g of the sample was
added to 2 ml of 0.15 mol nitric acid
and heated at 100 °C for six hours.
Distilled water was subsequently

added to make 10 g of the solution
which was then placed in a centrifuge at 3,000 rpm for 20 minutes.
The supernatant was filtered using
a micro-membrane filter (pore size
0.45 μm) and diluted twice with a
mobile phase.
An inert Prominence HPLC system, which was coupled in-line with
a Shimadzu ICPMS-2030, was used
to measure the rice samples. Using
a standard addition kit, an internal
standard can be added to the samples and the calibration standards.
A calibration curve is used to quantify the inorganic arsenic species
(As(III) and As(V)) and dimethylarsenic acid (DMAA).
Table 2 on page 50 lists the settings for the HPLC and the ICPMS.
The measurement results for the
certified rice samples of white and
brown rice respectively are shown in
Table 1.
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more information:

• You can find more on
this topic at www.
lab-worldwide.com
• Meet Shimadzu at
22nd International
Mass
Spectrometry
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on August 26-31, 2018
in Florence/Italy (more
information on www.
imsc2018.it).

Table 1: Comparison of arsenic concentrations in two certified rice samples measured with a Shimadzu
LC-ICPMS system.
Sample
White rice

Brown rice

Content (all specifications in mg/kg)
Quantification value

AS (III)

AS (V)

DMAA

0.0649

0.0203

0,0138

Total amount inorganic arsenic

0.0852

–

NIMIJ-certified value [AS (III) + AS (V)]

0.0841

0.0133

Expanded measurement uncertainty

0.003

0.0009

Quantification value

0.254

0.0498

0.0186

Total amount inorganic arsenic

0.303

–

NIMIJ-certified value [AS (III) + As (V)]

0.298

0.0186

Expanded measurement uncertainty

0.008

0.0008

1.1

2.6

RSD (%)
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Table 2: Measurement conditions for the Shimadzu LC-ICPMS
system consisting of an inert Prominence HPLC and an
ICPMS-2030.

pure water: As: 75

HPLC: Prominence inert system
Column

Shiseido Capcell Pak C18 MG S5

Mobile phase

10 mM Sodium 1-butanesulfonate
4 mM Tetramethylammonium hydroxide
4 mM Malonic acid (pH = 3)
0.05% Methanol

Flowrate

0.75 ml/min

Oven temperature

40 °C

Injection volume

20 μl

RF power

1.2 kW

Plasma gas

Argon (9.7 l/min)

Sample
introduction

Nebulizer 07

brown rice

ICPMS-2030

Spray Chamber

Cooled Cyclonic Spray Chamber

Torch

Shimadzu Mini-Torch

Measurement results:
Arsenic species in rice
As can be seen, arsenic (III) is predominant in both types of rice. Also
arsenic contamination is significantly higher in brown rice. The results show good correlation between
the measurement results and the
reference values for the certified materials. The total amount of inorganic arsenic and the concentration of
dimethylarsenic acid (DMAA) detected in the rice coincides with the
reference values. The results also
show good reproducibility with an
RSD (relative standard deviation) of
1.1 to 2.6%. Figure 3 shows the
chromatograms.

Positively identifying
heavy metals
Highly sensitive and accurate species analysis can be performed with
a combined LC-ICPMS system. It is
a highly effective method in particular for positively identifying the state
of heavy metals, both qualitatively
and quantitatively. First, LC is used
to separate out the constituents of
the sample. The heavy metal content is detected with the ICPMS. 
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3 Plotted chromatograms of arsenis-species-analysis via LC-ICPMS.
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DMAA, brown: brown rice.
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LAB Info

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

LIMITS FOR INORGANIC ARSENIC IN RICE
Arsenic is naturally present in the earth’s crust. It is found in the
soil, in the water and in the air. In air emissions and effluent and
as a result of use by humans, arsenic is released into the environment. Washing operations on ore which contains arsenic can contaminate ground water. Arsenic from the soil, atmosphere or irrigation water can be present in plant-based food. Cigarette smoke
also contains arsenic. Algae, fish and shellfish absorb mainly organic arsenic from water.
In Regulation (EC) No 2015/1006 of 25 June 2015, the EU set
maximum limits for inorganic arsenic in rice and rice products.
The limits for inorganic arsenic are currently as follows:
• Polished rice, not parboiled (polished or white rice):
0.20 mg/kg of food
• Parboiled rice and husked rice: 0.25 mg/kg of food
• Rice wafers, rice waffles, rice crackers and rice cakes: 0.30 mg/
kg of food
• Rice destined for the production of food for infants and young
children: 0.10 mg/kg of food.
Source: Österreichische Agentur für Gesundheit und Ernährungssicherheit GmbH, AGES

1881/2006 vom 19. Dezember 2006 zur
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The strongest network in India
The world’s largest network of trade fairs for laboratory
technology, instrumental analysis and biotechnology features
the complete range of products and services for all of your
laboratory needs—in industry and research. The scientific highlight is the analytica conference, where the international elite
discusses analysis trends in chemistry and the life sciences.

April 25–26, 2018 l Mumbai

www.indialabexpo.com

September 6–8, 2018 l Hyderabad

www.analyticaindia.com

International Trade Fair for Laboratory Technology,
Analysis, Biotechnology and Diagnostics

Highlights
in 2018:
Two dates,
two locations

RK

Source: DECHEM
©verte - stock. A;
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A Good Place to be
From Biotech for Chemistry to digital transformation // Laboratory and
analytical technology will again be an important part of Achema
2018. The focus topic Biotech for Chemistry shows how crucial the
products and services of the exhibitors of the halls 4.1. and 4.2 for
the further development of the chemical industry are.

LAB Tip+

more information:

• You can find more on
Achema 2018 at
www.lab-worldwide.
com.
• Visit the LAB Worldwide stand at Achema
2018 from June, 11 to
15 in Frankurt in the
foyer of Hall 4.1,
Stand A29.
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A

chema 2018 is entering the
home stretch: On June 11,
2018 the doors of the exhibition and presentation halls will
open. Around 3,800 exhibitors and
167,000 participants from more
than 100 countries will turn Frankfurt once again into the global center
of the process industries. Achema
receives a positive momentum from
the optimistic near-term outlook of
its core industries despite all imponderabilia.
The organizers expect that Achema will benefit from these effects
and might even slightly surpass the
numbers of former events.

Growth in lot of different
industrial sectors
“Further strong growth of the chemical industry in 2018”; —“German
laboratory industry generates sales
increase of eleven percent” — “Suppliers of process automation optimistic for 2018” — The last weeks
have been characterized by positive
news from the Achema industries.
Thus the organizers are going into
the last preparations with optimism.
“We are usually reluctant about forecasts”, said Dr. Thomas Scheuring,
CEO
of
Dechema
Ausstellungs-GmbH. “However, we see sig-

nificant growth in some exhibition
fields such as automation, pharmaceutical, packaging and storage
technologies, but also in the mechanical processes group, and this
certainly gives reason to positive
expectations.”

Digitalization is the
megatrend of Achema
At the Achema Press Preview midMarch it became apparent that all
industries and exhibition groups are
preoccupied with the “megatrend”
digitalization, whether it’s laboratory equipment, plant engineering or
June 2018  LAB Worldwide
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packaging and logistics. Exhibitors
have many innovations up their
sleeve that are based on digital
methods: As the Achema trend report points out, digitalization is as
important in the lab as in other industries.But there is a lot of work to
do. In general, laboratories have not
kept pace with current developments. Much work remains to be
done on strategies, infrastructure,
equipment and technology, to say
nothing of IT environments and process automation. Labs now find
themselves in catch-up mode across
the board. In the lab of the future,
systems and technologies will communicate autonomously, and process flows will be automated. Safety
cabinets, for example, will detect
overflow in collection tanks and
communicate with other fixtures
and equipment.

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
At Achema 2018 there will be a keynote on the topic „Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality developed for the scientific industry
and community“. It will be held on June 12, 10:30 am in Hall 4.2,
Room Dimension. You can register at www.keynote-realworld-one.
com/en/ for free.

What can Biotechnology do
for the chemical production?
In addition, “conventional” topics
such as components for increased
process efficiency or new materials
are also on the agenda of companies
offering products and technologies
for the chemical, pharma and food

industry. And the focal topic “Biotech for Chemistry” does not only
concern biopharmaceutical producers, but also “classical” players in the
chemical industry: Increasingly they
combine chemical and biotechnological steps especially in the development and production of fine
chemicals.
map

Simpler Safer

Chemical Filtration Ecosystem
Advanced filtration offers protection wherever you are in the lab
Chemical air puriﬁer
Ductless ﬁltration
fume hoods

Filtering storage cabinets
Air quality
monitors

Monitoring app

Filtration units
for safety cabinets

Take a 360˚ tour of Erlab’s R&D laboratory
and see how we use 100% filtration.

www.erlab.com
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Visit us
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Under Inert Atmosphere

Safe Evaporation
Genevac announces HT Series 3
evaporators with Inert Gas Purge
(IGP) option enable safe operation even when removing highly explosive solvents such as
diethyl ether. To eliminate these
risks, the IGP system purges the
air from the HT Series 3 evaporator using an inert gas prior to
commencing the evaporation
process. As the highest risk of
explosion exists at the beginning of the evaporation, when
there is a mixture of solvent vapour and oxygen in the evaporation chamber, the IGP may be
“locked on” ensuring all users
are automatically protected by this facility.
The IGP option can also be useful where an inert atmosphere is
required to help protect hygroscopic or oxygen sensitive samples
at the end of the evaporation or concentration process. IGP controls
gases entering the evaporator, therefore at the end of the evaporation process, instead of releasing the vacuum by letting air into the
chamber, inert gas is introduced instead. The inert gas atmosphere
in the HT Series 3 evaporator is maintained until the user opens the
system to retrieve the samples.
For popular solvent removal protocols pre-set “Press & Go” methods make operation easy and productive even for occasional users.
Simplified manual and automatic programming means even the
most complex multi-stage evaporation methods can be set-up and
run quickly and easily. The HT Series 3 evaporator accommodates
a wide range of sample formats including microtubes, microplates
and flasks. Advanced options are also available for controlled crystallisation, fast sample lyophilisation and removal of acidic solvents
on the HT Series 3 evaporator.

Laboratory Expertise Library

Compendium for Lean
Management in the Lab

A new 2 micron UHPLC column with 25 nm pore size, is the latest
addition to the TSK gel SW series of silica based gel filtration columns from Tosoh Bioscience. They feature the same pore size as
the established TSK gel G3000SWXL. Hence, methods developed
on conventional gel filtration columns can easily be transferred to
UHPLC technology. The 15 cm long column is used to shorten analysis time while maintaining resolution.
The 30 cm column delivers increased resolution between fragments, monomers, and aggregates. To achieve maximum resolution and fully exploit the potential of the columns the use of a
UHPLC system is highly recommended by Tosoh Bioscience. A socalled DC (direct connect) guard column can be attached directly
to the analytical column to minimize extra column band broadening.

The terms “Lean Management” and “Lean Manufacturing” were
introduced in the 1990's in the automotive industry. Now “Lean
Laboratory” is being implemented in many industries, with the aim
of eliminating mistakes, reducing delays, lowering costs and improving the quality of a product or service. Lean laboratory is a way
of thinking — not simply a list of things to do. Lean principles can
deliver significant improvements in the laboratory, such as: simplified processes; reduced lead times; increased lab productivity;
higher quality; and improved efficiency.
A lean laboratory is one which is focused on delivering results in
the most efficient way — in terms of cost and speed — with the most
efficient use of resources. The ultimate goal is to improve the economic efficiency of an organization. This can be achieved by analysing and optimizing each process or workflow. Lean laboratory
looks at the value-added steps in each process, and then seeks to
eliminate any time-wasting or unnecessary steps.
Specific aspects of the Lean Laboratory approach are covered,
including housekeeping and 5S, value stream mapping for process
analysis, and eliminating waste according to the acronym “Downtime” (defects, over-production, waiting time, not engaging all
employees, transportation, inventory, motion, and excess processing).
To learn more about the principles of Lean Laboratory and how
to apply them to either an existing lab or the design of a new lab,
the Mettler Toledo Laboratory Expertise Library has developed the
“Lean Laboratory” compendium, which includes a series of free
resources on Lean Laboratory topics. Tools such as guides, checklists, webinars, videos and articles are provided.
The Laboratory Expertise Library itself is a collaborative space
which offers a wealth of free information and advice on a range of
critical laboratory issues.
The topics are carefully selected to focus on the daily concerns of
laboratory managers and personnel, and include issues such as
electrostatic effects on weighing, regulatory compliance, calibration, and sample preparation. In-depth knowledge and expert advice is shared in a helpful and easily accessible format, with basic
introductory or advanced information available. New topics are
added regularly.

// Phone +49-6155-7043700
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Tosoh Bioscience

// Phone +41-44-9442211
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Mettler Toledo

// Phone +44-1473-240000
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Genevac

Size Exclusion Chromatography

For Increased Throughput
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UV-Vis Spectrophotometer

The new standard of

By detecting ultraviolet and visible light passed through or reflected by samples, UV-Vis spectrophotometers are used mainly to identify and quantify unknown substances. This type of instrument is
increasingly popular, and demand for UV-Vis spectrophotometers
continues to expand, even in newly emerging economies. They are
applied for research and development and quality control in a wide
range of fields. Accordingly, when users select an instrument like
a UV-Vis spectrophotometer, they focus on topics like cost effectiveness, operability, compliance with various national regulations
and enhanced management functions.
Addressing these needs Shimadzu introduces the new UV-1900
UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. It is equipped with an ultrafast scan
function that enables data acquisition of 29,000 nm/min. It takes
about three seconds to measure in visible region. By performing
repeat measurements, the process of sample changes in chemical
reactions can be analyzed in a short time.
The instrument achieves a resolution of 1 nm and can perform
analyses compliant with the pharmacopeia of various countries,
including FDA 21 CFR Part 11.
The UV-1900 features a large, easy-to-use color touch panel as
well as excellent operability. The touch panel is deployed at the
ideal viewing angle based on ergonomics. It can also be operated
using the stylus pen provided, which can be stored in the unit.
Target analyses can be performed with ease due to the intuitive
operation. All functions are directly reachable with large and easy
to understand icons. In addition, UV-1900 patented diffraction
grating technology ensures low stray light with high resolution and
one of the largest ranges of linearity.
While UV-1900 can be operated as a standalone instrument the
new Labsolutions UV-Vis (Shimadzu's UV-Vis control software released simultaneously) expands user possibilities. This software
also contributes to data pass/fail judgments via its spectral evaluation functions.
It provides fully integrated data management with other analysis
instruments as requested by the different guidelines and regulations
relating to electronic records and electronic signatures. Data transfer to spreadsheet software and batch text export of multiple data
sets are easy, thereby improving work efficiency.

FPLC

designed for your methods
Variety of detectors

Powerful FPLC software
PurityChrom®

Easily scalable up to
1 000 ml/min

Made in Germany

Deﬁne your AZURA® system:

www.knauer.net

// Phone +49-203-7687-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Shimadzu Europe
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Liquid Handling

Contamination Protected

Pipette filler

Pipetting from 0.1 ml to 200 ml
The Pipetus from Hirschmann combines many years of experience,
innovative technology and superior-quality materials. Charging
and dispensing of the medium is realised at the press of a button.
Exact meniscus configuration is enabled through fine dispensing
valves with valve pins made of ceramic compound. The valves are
free of wear and offer maximum chemical resistance.
An exact and continuously adjustable pumping and suctioning
speed can be selected for both filling and venting within five precisely harmonized performance stages. The integrated colour display shows the pipetting mode, speed levels and charging status of
the battery. Battery charging is realised without contacts and controlled by a microprocessor in an inductive charging station. The
ergonomic shape aids non-fatiguing work.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand L35
// Phone +49-7134-511-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Hirschmann

Pipetting liquids without introducing foreign particles or microorganisms is a core task at many laboratories, for example when preparing samples or packaging media and buffers. The new pipetting
robot Liquid Handling Station flow from Brand allows you to set up
a small cleanroom right inside the lab. The newly developed Flow
box provides cleanroom conditions at the workbench. The filter
cleans the intake air, then directs it horizontally in a laminar flow
across the workplaces inside the Liquid Handling Station. With the
door closed, the air inside the cabinet is replaced approx. 260 times
per hour (at a volume flow rate of 22 m3/h), and exits through special openings in the front door. The system meets cleanroom requirements of ISO 14 644-1 (Class 5) and GMP Annex 1 (Class A).
The software performs a three-minute air flushing routine before
starting the pipetting process, leaving no measurable particles inside the cabinet. During the pipetting procedure, the air flow is
controlled automatically and increases to 29 m3/h when the front
door is opened.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand G35

New Industrial Syntheses

Agitated Photo Reactors

// Phone +49-9342-808-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Brand

Laboratory benchtops made
of Technical Ceramics with
integrated warm-keeping
function, are a highlight from
Friatec. The surface is designed for continuous temperature settings in the range
of 0 to 100 °C, so the installation of another appliance on
the work surface is unnecessary. Technical Ceramic is
both thermally and chemically durable, scratch-resistant and easy
to maintain.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand A77

The concept of the new agitated reactor by Ekato is intended for
multiphase reactions with liquid, gases and solids. Chemical reactions need activation energy. Catalysts reduce this energetic barrier, but the catalyst is often toxic and pyrophoric. Light is an alternative source.
The new agitated reactor combines high productivity and flexibility with a reliable operation of the submerged light sources — mercury or Led lamps submerged into the reaction mass inside
a quartz glass tube — states the firm. The glass tubes pass through
nozzles in the tank head, where they connect to the power supply
and the cooling medium. They need a hermetic sealing and monitoring to ensure that the unexpected case of a glass breakage is
immediately detected. Their support must avoid local stress, allow
for thermal expansion and prevent from vibration. According to
the company, as the power of the UV-lamps ranges from five to
60 KW each, the lamps need to be cooled inside the quartz tubes.
Achema: Hall 5.0, Stand D42

// Phone +49-621-486-1879
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Friatec

// Phone +49-7622-29-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Ekato

Laboratory Benchtops

Easy to Maintain
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Control Solution

To Get Your Vacuum
Under Control

Depending on the process, the settings of each vacuum application
can be very different. Vacuu Select offers predefined procedures for
all common vacuum applications, which can be started or adjusted
easily via the intuitive touchscreen interface.
The application editor allows for easy drag and drop customization and even includes a handy tool enabling you to save your favourite processes so you don’t need to start from the beginning each
time.
The handling of aggressive chemicals is the daily work for chemistry vacuum pumps. The Vacuu Select is made using robust chemical resistant materials, however, the glass touchscreen is still sensitive enough to be operated in the laboratory with safety gloves.
Vacuu Select is available in various configurations designed to
match every laboratory situation:
• The complete standalone controller has all the necessary connections to work immediately with existing vacuum sources.
• The version supplied with a pumping unit is a complete solution
comprising one of Vacuubrand’s chemistry diaphragm pumps
together with an integrated controller and sensor.
• The most effective combination is the new Vacuu Select controller together with a speed controlled Vario pump, offering fully
automatic evaporations at the touch of a button and the shortest
process times without foaming. Also there is no need for any
manual adjustments or constant babysitting. Additionally the
speed controlled pump means lower sound emission, less energy consumption and longer maintenance intervals.
Vacuu Select doesn’t only work exclusively with diaphragm
pumps, but with all vacuum sources. For applications like freeze
drying or Schlenk lines, which need a deeper vacuum than 1 mbar,
there are package solutions available for fine vacuum control.
Whether handheld or installed in the laboratory furniture, the versatile Vacuu Select offers all possibilities for a practical and ergonomic work-space.
The new Vacuubrand Vacuu Select controller is also prepared and
future-proofed for the integration into modern laboratory networks
and data management systems.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand K49
// Phone +49-9342-808-5550
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Vacuubrand
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Elemental analysis

For Carbon and Nitrogen Analysis

Bioreactor System

Production of Antibodies
Sartorius Stedim Biotech launched the Ambr 250 high throughput
perfusion, an automated parallel bioreactor system. It has been
specially designed for rapid cell culture perfusion process development to optimize production of therapeutic antibodies. The Ambr
250ht perfusion system has been developed in collaboration with
major biopharma companies. It combines 12 or 24 single-use perfusion mini bioreactors (100—250 mL working volume) with associated single-use perfusion components, all controlled by one automated workstation.
Central to the system is the novel perfusion bioreactor assembly.
Intensified cell culture processing is enabled via new components
such as high efficiency spargers, perfusion pump chambers and an
industry standard hollow fibre for cell retention filter.
The combination of multi-parallel processing capacity and fully
single-use perfusion vessel enables scientists to perform more perfusion culture experiments in shorter time and cost of using traditional bench top bioreactors. It supports a range of hollow fiber
perfusion applications, enabling Design of Experiments studies for
high cell density process development in a Quality by Design approach.
// Phone +49-551-308-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Sartorius Stedim Biotech

C. Gerhardt extends the product range of elemental analyzer with
the Dumatherm CN. Designed for laboratories dealing with analyses for the evaluation of soil, soil fertility and plant nutrition, the
system offers the opportunity to determine only nitrogen, only
carbon or both parameters simultaneously. The device works according to common standards, e.g. DIN EN 10694 and DIN EN
16168. Because of the helium technology and total gas analysis,
the system can determine even extremely low nitrogen content
with a detection limit of 0.003 mg N. For bigger sample series the
modular upgradeable autosampler offers the possibility to carry out
sample series with up to 120 samples.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand H1
// Phone +49-2223-2999-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: C. Gerhardt
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For a Variety of Samples

All-in-One Solution for Particle and Protein Characterization
The Nano-Brook Omni from Testa Analytical Solutions combines
leading edge particle sizing and zeta potential technology in one
instrument for particle and protein characterisation. The instrument
offers labs the versatility to measure samples in almost any aqueous
or organic solvent based suspension. For samples with low mobilities, such as saline and PBS, the instrument also includes a Phase
Analysis Light Scattering (PALS) measurement capability. For nanoparticles, proteins and peptides (< 50nm), the instrument allows

samples to be measured using a 173° backscattering angle to ensure
best signal-to-noise and reproducibility. Finally a 15° detection angle
can be selected for added sensitivity with aggregation measurements. Zeta potential measurements are always performed using the
15° detection angle to minimize diffusion broadening.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand K47
// Phone +49-30-864-24076
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Testa Analytical Solutions

Flow Data Control

Oil and Gas
Operations

Perfect separation
solutions for polymers,
proteins and particles.

The Thermo Scientific AutoXP
flow computer, the newest addition to the Thermo Scientific
Auto-Series family of flow measurement instruments, is built for
use in the harshest environments
of downstream, midstream and
upstream operations for both gas
and liquid applications.
The AutoXP instrument is designed for greater reliability over
previous instruments and equips
operators to acquire accurate
flow data from a variety of primary devices. Additionally, users
can transfer primary variables
such as differential pressure,
static pressure and temperature
data to remote devices. It can
also be networked into existing
systems via an onboard ethernet
port. To simplify upgrading and
need for maintenance, the instrument is comprised of only
four main hardware components.
Achema: Hall 4.2, Stand F35
// Phone +49-6151-96700
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Thermo Fisher
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We go that
extra yard!
PSS is your partner for GPC/SEC, Interaction
Polymer Chromatography IPC or 2-Dimensional
Chromatography

2D – whether with our

SECcurity² turnkey solutions, or with our expert
contract analysis services. For the ultimate in
macromolecular characterization, contact PSS
and stay one step ahead of the game.

PERFECT
S E PA R AT I O N
SOLUTIONS
www.pss-polymer.com
Please visit us: ACHEMA 2018, 11.–15. 06. 2018, Hall 4.1 P48
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For Synthesis labs

Entry Level Support Stand for Lab Reactors
Asynt announces its newest member of the Reacto-Mate reactor
family, the Quantum support stand is the perfect addition to any
process chemistry laboratory.
Designed to be an affordable entry-level system — Quantum is easy
to set up and provides secure and stable support for all reaction vessels from 100 ml up to 5,000 ml and up to DN200 flange. Manufactured in the UK using stainless steel — the dual-rod design comes
complete with two mounting brackets, a neck clamp to secure the

vessel in place, as well as a bottom support ring and overhead stirrer
bosshead. The dimensions of the stand are 106 cm (height), front
width: 40 cm and back width: 21 cm.
It is fully compatible with all leading brands of overhead stirrer
and with reaction vessels already established in the lab, stands the
company.
// Phone +44-1638-781709
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Asynt

Single-Use Sensors

Smart Lab Technology
Cabi2Net

Cell Culture and
Fermentation

The future of the working world starts today networking for maximum process reliability.

The Single-Use complete solutions for cell culture and fermentation is a novelty by Hamilton
Bonaduz. The new Single-Use
sensors for optical dissolved oxygen measurements will also be
available, next to the already established Single-Use sensor solution Oneferm pH. The gamma-sterilisable sensors are implemented, sterilized and provided as a complete package in
Single-Use bags and reactors by
their manufacturers. So with the
solutions for measuring pH and
dissolved oxygen, a complete
new solution for the upstream
process is now available.
Time-consuming cleaning validation is so no longer necessary — minimising the preparation time for the user, states
Hamilton Bonaduz. The Single-Use sensors can easily be integrated in existing set-ups as
they are available in analog as
well as ARC versions.
Achema: Hall 11.1, Stand F43

Visit us at:

June 11 –15, 2018
Frankfurt am Main
Hall 4.1 | Stand L49
Learn more at:

www.dueperthal.com
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DÜPERTHAL Cabi2Net and DISPOSAL line with a ﬁre resistance of 90 minutes

// Phone +41-58-610-10-10
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Hamilton Bonaduz
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Industrial Automation

Sensors for Concentration Measurement
The new sensors from Anton Paar consists of instrumentation for
density measurement, sound velocity measurement, and combined
density and sound velocity measurement. The sensors cover a wide
range of applications in the petroleum, chemical, pharmaceutical,
ethanol and beverage industries. Based on continuous concentration
measurements, it is possible to significantly increase a plant’s productivity, optimize the consumption of raw materials and energy, and
maximize production output. The new process density sensors measure the online density and the concentration of 2-component mixtures. The modular sensor platform includes suitable materials, process connections, and electrical interfaces to contribute to a simple
and cost-efficient integration. The new process instrumentation controller Pico 3000 is also launched with the new sensor generation.
Pico 3000 is a high-performance transmitter which makes the sensors
of the new generation complete stand-alone solutions, states the company. Data management directly at the sensor is either possible via
the Pico 3000 software and/or the optional high-quality display.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand D1
// Phone +43-316-257-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Anton Paar

Digital Density
in Your Hands
Simple, accurate, and easy to use, you can
benefit from the following with the new Density2Go
handheld density meter:
• Quick density measurements within seconds
for increased productivity
• Automatic filling of the measuring cell for
greater comfort
• Instant identification of samples within or out of
limits for greater peace of mind
• Ergonomic, comfortable fit in the hand for
continuous measurements
www.mt.com/density2go

LAB Worldwide  June 2018
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Industrial-Grade Mill

Homogeneous Samples in Short Time
The homogenisation of samples is often essential for the best analytical results. The new Pulverisette 11 from Fritsch is a Knife Mill for
fast and gentle comminution and homogenisation of moist, oily and
fatty as well as of dry, soft, medium-hard and fibrous samples. This
makes it a perfect all-rounder with many advantages for sample preparation in the fields of foodstuffs or animal feed testing; pharmaceuticals and chemistry and many other applications. The special safety is
ensured by the fastening of the knife with a bayonet lock and cannot
come loose even if the sample material is very hard or the start-up
speed is too high. Grinding vessel, lid and knife of the mill can be
cleaned in the dishwasher and are autoclavable for sterile comminution. The motor speed can be set digitally — in increments of a hundred between 2,000 and 10,000 rpm — making it possible to adapt
the mill to the specific comminution behaviour of each sample. Samples which are difficult to grind such as gummi bears, chocolate or
plastic toys can be embrittled with liquid nitrogen for comminution
directly in the grinding vessel made of stainless steel 316L.
Achema: Hall 4.1, Stand J49
// Phone +49-6784-70-187
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Fritsch
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Food Culture and Probiotics

Sample Preparation System for Quantifying Live Probiotic Bacteria
Standard culture techniques are commonly used to check quality of
dosage forms containing probiotic strains. Unfortunately, these test
tube-based methods have significant drawbacks. Undertaking serial sample dilutions for plate counts using test tubes don’t make sense
anymore as the effort required is simply out of proportion to the
achievable output. The traditional preparation of prefilled test tubes
is widely acknowledged to be both time-consuming and expensive,
especially if consumable test tubes are used. In addition, repetitive-

ly performing manual dilutions is a laborious task prone to operator
error if performed over longer periods of time. The Inlabtec TA12
offers labs performing 10-fold sample dilutions, with up to twelve
steps, a unique protocol that requires virtually no work preparation
or setup time thereby realizing ergonomic, economic and ecological
benefits.
// Phone +41-71-222-4865
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Inlabtec

Laboratory Equipment

Generate
Nitrogen

Peak Scientific has unveiled a
new addition to its Solaris Nitrogen range. The Solaris XE can
deliver up to 35L/min, at purity
levels of up to 99.5% making it
the ideal gas solution for LC-MS.
With variable purity in relation
to outlet flow and pressure, the
Solaris XE is also capable of supplying Compact MS instruments
or multiple Evaporative Light
Scattering Detector instruments
simultaneously. The Solaris XE
has been specifically designed to
provide nitrogen to laboratories
that utilize an external source of
compressed air and its compact
chassis allows it to be placed on
a benchtop or on a wall, making
it an space-saving solution for
the lab.
As with all Peak Scientific
products, Solaris XE is engineered, assembled and performance tested at the company’s
ISO 9001 accredited manufacturing center in the UK.
// Phone +44-141-8128100
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Peak Scientific
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Safety has top priority
The safety of people in the laboratory is a top priority. In addition
to personal and organisational protective measures, technical measures are of high importance. This includes the laboratory furniture,
which represents the basis for safe working. When organising
rooms, arranging workplaces and designing workflows as efficiently as possible in terms of time and processes, it is necessary to bear
in mind that laws, regulations and guidelines for occupational
safety, the handling of hazardous and biological substances as well
as fire protection must be observed.
In addition to consultancy services and laboratory planning (3D) in
accordance with guidelines, KÖTTERMANN also offers a product
range that focuses on the protection of people in their daily work:
fume cupboards, safety cabinets for hazardous substances, service
supply and laboratory furniture. The material is the key factor: steel.
This offers optimal product properties in the laboratory environment - the products are not only highly hygienic and robust, but
also have a particularly long service life and are non-flammable.
Thanks to the modular system, user requests can be dealt with in
the standard version without any complications. Intelligent product solutions, such as the EcoPlus® fume cupboard, not only offer
high levels of safety and quality - they also set standards in both
sustainable and cost-effective operation.
Visit us at ACHEMA 2018 in Frankfurt on our booth A7 in hall 4.1.
Köttermann GmbH & Co KG
Telefon: +49-5147-976-0
E-Mail: exploris@koettermann.com

Heating and cooling

Temperature Control for Demanding Applications
With their high heating and cooling capacities and forward-facing
control, the new Dyneo series from Julabo is designed for modern
laboratories. Their display is suitable for industrial environments
and easily readable even from a distance. With a large selection of
models, such as immersion circulators, refrigerated circulators,
and heating circulators, for use with a bath or in a closed loop. The
refrigerated circulators have a temperature range of -50 to 200 °C
with a heating capacity of 2 kW. Pump capacity of the DD models
is 22 l/min with pressure of 0.6 bar. DS models are equipped with
higher performance pressure/suction pumps with a flow rate of
23.5 l/min and pressure of 0.45 bar (pressure) and 0.4 bar (suction).
Dyneo immersion circulators are delivered with a stable and robust
bath clamp and can be mounted on any container up to 50 liters in
volume. The heating circulators for internal and external applications are available for applications of 4 to 26 liters and are equipped
with an integrated cooling coil for counter-cooling. An integrated
drain tap makes emptying the tank safe and clean.
Achema: Hall 4.2, Stand J38
// Phone +49 7823 51-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Julabo
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Work only with the

BEST

At Labexchange you can ﬁnd more than 6,000 new and pre-owned
laboratory devices of leading manufacturers, at unbeatable
bargain prices – with guarantee.
Have a look at the best on labexchange.com now!
Labexchange –
Die Laborgerätebörse GmbH

Bruckstraße 58
72393 Burladingen-Hausen
Brief: Postfach 248
72387 Burladingen

Tel. 07475 9514-0
Fax 07475 9514-44
info@labexchange.com
www.labexchange.com

NEW

Everything under control
Touchscreen with intuitive operation
Weekly programming functions with holiday option
11-15 JUNE 2018 | FRANKFURT

Automatic logging of any user access

Visit us
Hall 4.1 | Stand H49

www.hettichlab.com
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